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UNH facul ty vote to
union ize 303 to 249
By April Treshinsky Jacobs
News Editor
At 4:30 p.m. Edward Haseltine, chairman of the Public Employee Labor Relations Board,
was standing behind a cafeteria
table handing out ballots to the
professors still coming in to vote
on the proposed professor's union at UNH.
Already 545 of the 610 possible votes were in the ballot box
but Haseltine said he still had n~
idea what the final count would
be.
"I wouldn't dare to hazard a
guess either way," said Haseltine, who served along with three
others as an overseer of Monday
and Tuesday's voting session.
According to Stephen Fan,
chairman of the Collective Bargaining Committee at UNH, the
final count at 5 p.m. that evening
was 552 votes.
A large number of the faculty who voted on Monday and
Tuesday were already a part of
the collective bargaining process
that took place last spring, when
55 percent of the faculty voted to
conduct a formal vote on unionization. Fan said that some of these
faculty may not have wanted the
union, but wanted to hold a formal vote on collective bargaining.
Around 6 p.m. the vote was
in: the faculty had voted 303 to
249 in favor of collective bargain-

ing and the establishment of a
union.
Fan called the margin a clear
and concise indication of what the
faculty wants because of the high
voter turnout. "It's not a landslide
victory, but it wasn't close."
According to Fan, the union
willhelpthefacultytoh avea voice
on campus that is formal and
representative of the faculty's
needs.
According to Fan , the union

will consist of all full-time, regular
faculty who wish to join it.
The major areas of concern
were salaries, benefits and working conditions, according to Fan.
All three of these areas are in need
of attention, but Fan believes
medical benefits and salaries are
top priority.
UNH faculty have the lowest
salaries and medical benefits of
please see UNION page 9
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This week's vote to unionize by the faculty has been met
with everything but indifference by teachers.
BeverlyJames,secretaryof
the UNH chapter of the Ameri_can Association of University
Professors (AAUP), termed the

formance tends to deterio- §:jl)::
rate. "People wllo don't
perform well are protected. l{l{l
People who excel d_o n't get 1:t~{~:!:
rewarded. It's a redp~ for !~fillI
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mediocrity."
Needless to say,thereis t}Itl
a substantial division be- ,WJH

economics who voted emphati- '
cally against the union, said, "I
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Freshman dies after
fall from Willi amso n
Student died from complications due ·to head injuries
By Bob Durling
Staff Reporter
John LeBrun, the freshman
who fell three stories from Williamson Hall Saturday, died yesterday afternoon from complications due to head injuries, according to a hospital spokesperson.
LeBrun, 18, from Stratham,
NH, was in a coma in the Intensive Care Unit of Portsmouth
Regional Hospital since the accident.
LeBrun fell from his win-

dow in room 301 B of Williamson
Hall while trying to open it at
around2:40a.m.Saturd ay,according to Scott Chesney of Residential Life. UNH police are labeling
the fall accidental.
Chesney said that there were
absolutely no indications that the
fall was a suicide attempt.
Foster's Daily Democrat published an article Wednesday saying LeBrun' s condition had been
upgraded from critical to serious
According to
condition.

Williamson's Hall Director, that
was not the case.
According to Chesney, at
the time of the fall, LeBrun had a
blood alcohol level of .14, which
places it above the legal intoxication limit. The screens in
LeBrun's window were taken
out and put in the closet a few
weeks earlier.
LeBrun has two sisters currently enrolled at UNH, according to UNH officials. At presstime, plans for a memorial service were not available.
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A little hind sight never hurt anybody

lJN~ Profess·o r Tholllas
·William s .dies after long,
distingu ished career ·
.By Joe Flynn
News Reporter
Thomas Williams, an awardwinning author and English
professor at :UNH, died early
Tuesdaymorningafte ralengthy
battle with lm1g can~er.
Williams, 63, had been a professor at UNH frorri:1958 until
last semester~ <whe~ he was
forced toretireduetohis illness.
According to Michael DuPorte, chairman of the English
Department, Williams taught
fiction writing classes and also
held graduate seminars in fietion writing. Last semester the
finalclasshetaughtwa sagraduate seminar called Advanced
Fiction Writing (English 920).
Williams won the-National
13ook_Award in 1975 f~rhis nov~l
Th~Hair of Harold. I-le was also
the redpier{pf the }foots/At-

three votes of winning the National BookCriticsCircleAward
for best fiction writing, which
Reynolds Price's novel Kate
Vaiden won.
Williams was a man with "really go<:>d, judgement. He was
able to see things the way they .
were," acc:o rding to Duporte, a
colleague of Williams at UNH
for the past 18 years.
Andrew Merton, an English
professor at UNH, said that WilIiams was a man of "tremendous integrity."
Beth MacDonald, a student
in Williams' last class, said she
found Williams to be very
knowledgeabie: She described
him as someone who "thoroughly:}(ne~th,~artofwr.itin..g."
MacDonald rioted that in conference with st~de~ts, Williams
brough_tthf;? :~tw!~nts~p h.i~L
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John Durk in calls for a
game of hard ball on issues
By Birger Dahl
Staff Reporter

John Dur kin,
the New Hampshire democratic
candidate for the
- US Senate, said that
he is the candidate
whowantstoworkfort hepeople.
Bob Smith, Durkin's opponent in the second congressional
district race, consistently votes
against every bill "that would help
human beings, but if it's radioactive, if it explodes ... he hasn't
missed a v,gte for it," said Durkin
yesterday to a crowd of 50 in the
MUB.
Smith wants Strategic Defense Initiative fully funded and
wants to keep all the troops in
Europe, said Durkin.
Durkin questioned why
Smith wanted to maintain these
troops. "The Warsaw Pact is
gone," said Durkin. "It's as much
of a threat as the Democratic Party
in New Hampshire."
A redesigned military is what
Durkin feels is needed. He said
the U.S. was lucky that Iraq didn't
move into Saudi Arabia after taking Kuwait, becauseittook weeks
before the U.S. managed to move
tanks into the area.
Durkin said that a redesigned
military should .focus more on
covert operations to battle terrorist threats, and move away from
preparations for a superpowers
conflict in Europe.
This restructuring would
provide more money for dealing
with other problems such as unemployment and education.
According to Durkin, 39,000
New Hampshire residents are
unemployed. Durkin said that the
Government needs to deal with
this problem nationwide, and
needs to prevent more people
from losing their jobs.
Durkin talked
about a proposed
student loan prowhich
gram,
would loan $10,000
a year to qualified
college and technical students. With
two children of his
own in college,
Durkin said he
understands the
present difficulty
of getting student
loans.
The proposed loan program
would be based on individual
need, not on the status of the
student's parents, 'and would be
paid back with interest once the
p~rson began earni'ng a steady
income.
The loan could be used for
any living expenses, not only
school costs that the student had.
"Bob Smith has never voted
for a student funding bill in his

Camp aign 90' - the week in review
Compiled from local news
reports and press releases.

Chris Sterndale
Special to
The New Hampshire

John Durkin speaks out on issues

Birger Dahl ph~to

President Bush was welcomed to New Hampshire on
_Tuesday by a front page cartoon
:and editorial, from the ultrc!,conservative Manchester Union
.Leatf:er,L blasting his change of
tune on taxes. Bush was here to
support Republican candidates,
namely ]3ob Smit~, who raised
plenty of campaign cash from a
Tuesday luncheon. Over 1,000
were in attendance, at $100 a
head. Smith was too busy fighting the President's tax increases
in_Washington to make it home
for the event.
The Secretary of State predicted tllat 332,00 people would
vote in the general election now
just.ll days away. There are over
il.:<rojlliq11 peopledn the state and
.about 663,000 of them have regi~tered to vote.

PACs, and abortion rights between calling each other a "liar",
a "disgrace", or "just plain stupid."
Smith received a 75 percent environmental rating from
the League of Conservation
Voters, and Durkin picked up
the endorsement ofthe National
Council of Senior Citizens this
week.

1st Congressional District

Republican Bill Zeli(f called
the proposed 10 percent luxury
•tax the first step in a "Democratic Master Plan" for a national sales tax, and attacked his
opponent Joe Keefe for supporting taxes as part of the solution
to reduce the federal deficit. He
cited points in the Democratic
budget plan that would fall on
the middle class. Keefe continues his pitch to the middle class,
calling for any new taxes to be
born by the rich.
. A Keefe-'Zeliff debate will
· be re,-broadcast on Channel 11
Sunday at 3:00 pm.
Thousands of dollars of Remoney has begun to
publican
Governor
pour int() t~e Zeliff campaign
coffers, and the Union Leader has
Financial records released
stepped up the attack on his
late la);t -week show, the Joe
opponent . .Some consider the
Grandmaison ·campaign well
Union Leader to still be influenbehi11_ci _the Judd Gregg camp in
tial in state politics, and while
15:1.
cash holdings- by about
they have devoted a good deal
Grandmaison did not seem dis.:.
editorial space to attacking .
of
turbed 'by his paltry $15,000
they have fallen short of
:::eefe,
holdings. It ·will be difficult to
Zeliff, who
singingthepraisesof
get thrqugh the next two weeks
September
the
in
opposed
they
of television _without a look at
priinary. Jhe new panic comes
one_of those u,nbearably boring
l:,roadcast of the latest
,:afththe
·
·
·
·
Gregg.
Gov.
ads frpm
Stirvey Center
WMUR-lJNH
The UNH Survey Center ,.
which showed
Monday
Oil
poll
· found •- ~ third of the voters still
a 20;-point .
ma~I°e
had
thaJK~efe
.'undecided . in this<_ race, with
taken a
and
weeks
tWo
in
swirig
>Gregg holding ·a strong lead
a
surv~y·ha~
The
i,i~::-pointJ~ad.
through theJhird weekof Octo->·
5.6j,ercent margin of error/so
.·
· ··
ber.
th.i,!5 race is •considered :a dead
Watch The New _Hampshire
he~t: .
next week for interviews andprofile~ of these candida~e~. ,

Americans need to "send
people to Washington that aren't
indebted to PA Cs," said Durkin.
Durkin called the present situation "a political sewer", and said
that he would not take money from
PACs. Durkin said that his concern was his constituency and not
giant companies without interest
in New Hampshire.
Durkin said that during his
term in the Senate, from 1975 to
1980, he was one of the few Senators who voted against Federal
Election Committee amendments
that led to increased PAC influence.
Durkin said that he is prochoice on the abortion issue, while he
described Smith as
being "to the right of
Jesse Helms" on the
abortion issue.
When Durkin
was asked whether,
he said, "If I seem
John Durkin
angry, it's because I
New Hampshire democratic am."
Durkin said he
candidate for U.S. Senate
was "damned pissed" about Smith's
for issues which help
caring
of
lack
standard of living, said Durkin.
He believes that
beings.
human
wouldn't
that
if
asked
When
encourage US companies to move the insults and negative campaign!;011.gre~:~ioital pistrkt
to Mexico, where work is cheaper ing between himself and Smith
·._ •_: ~, lJ,§,
and environmental restrictions are were damaging public interest in
: : ,. ·: £.h~~~'bouglas" ~~~s : week
campaign.
the
was
this
that
said
fewer, Durkin
re.£~iV;edt an 8ft .p¢rcen~ ira*1.g
.
legislation
to
When it comes
ues to:· :be thl
. .·'. ·rhis
already happeniJ.lg.
t~e: teag\rn qf Cons¢r.va:frq,rp
human
average
the
helps
that
.riastiest'bfihk statewide races.'X .
Durkin criticized Washington
and, Dick Sw,ett the
tjpriVot¢r~,
for being ineffective, citing that being, Smith is the "abominable ,Sundaynight TV debatefeatured l eridorsement &.the Natjonal
Political Action Committees no-man," said Durkin. "If I were · a yirtu~! <~houtirig n;iatch be/ . cJuncil~'fSenibrCitizen~;Bo"th
tween Johh Durkin ·and Bob . ' haveabout$100,000"fn the,hank,
(PACs) are to blame for "the best to say Smith was a genius ... or a
nice man, no one would believe
Congress money could buy."
Smith. Th~·two did manage to
w~ich shoµl? ~e plenty oicash
fradebarbsaboqtvotin grecords, ·
please see DURKIN page 8
· · ·
fotlh~ final push:;'.

life," said Durkin.
The program cost would not
be deferred to the tax payer because all costs would be covered
by the interest.
Washington hasn't been dealing with the domestic issues
enough, said Durkin. He said that
raising taxes and cutting social
programs was the wrong thing to
do in the present economic crunch.
Instead, Durkin supported
the idea of a North American
common market with Canada and
Mexico. This would loosen trade
between the three countries, and
encourage Mexico to improve its

"BobSmith hasnevervo ted
for a student funding bill in
his life.''
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Graduate teaching intern
arrested for alleged forgery
By Steve Klett and
Tim Ouellette
News Reporters
A UNH graduate teaching
intern was arrested last week in
Newmarket for alleged forgery
and allegedlyreceiving stolen
property.
Lisa Vecchione, 28, a graduate student living in Babcock Hall,
and Chen Ming Mak, 28, formally
of Dover, were apprehended by
Newmarket police following an
investigation by area police departments.

in Nashua.
On September 28th, according
to Captain Mike Golding of the

According to Randy Schroeder, coordinatur of teacher education at
U NH,
V e c chione is
one of
105 curr e n t
UNHinterns in
Randy Schroeder,
N e w
cooridinator of
Hampteacher education
shire
schools
working
to fulfill their requirements
for certification.
Schroeder said
that he hopes the alleged
forgery involving Vecchione will not have a
negative effect on the education program at UNH.
He added that, '1t's impossible to know all of the
deep , dark secrets of our
interns."
"I don't think
that it (Vecchione' s alleged
forgery) will have any
dramatic impact on future
placement of interns (in
said
Newmarket),"
Schroeder. "We have a
careful intern screening
process and we feel that
we get to know our interns
pretty well, but we can't be
perfect."
Schroeder said,
"I don't like the fact that

"It's impossible to know
all of the deep , dark
secrets of our interns."
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IRA Car Bombs
Security Posts

S Africa Proposes
Constitut ion

Londonderry, Northern Ireland - The Irish
Republican Army is responsible for the deaths of seven
people and injuries of 36 others in attacks at two security
checkpoints near the border. of the Irish republic. The
I.R.A. forced accused "collaborators" to drive cars,
containing bombs set to explode, to the security posts.
The I.RA. also tried to bomb an army camp at Omagh,
County Tyrone but the main detonation device failed to
trigger. These are the first attacks in which the I.RA.
intended to kill the bomb carriers. In previous forced
bombings, the carriers brought the bombs to targets to be
detonated later. The police have made ten arrests of
people believed to be involved with the attacks.

Johannesburg-The South African Government
has produced a report which contains mechanisms
for a new constitution that would extend political
rights to the disenfranchised black majority. The
President's Council committee proposed a twochamber Parliament and a constitutional bill of rights.
This is to serve as the starting point for negotiations
between President de Klerk and black leaders. One
chamber would be elected by universal franchise,
according representation proportional to the votes
received by a party. The second chamber would
consists of ethnic groupings to protect the white
minority.

Burmese Forces Raid
Monaster ies

Successfu l Male
Contrace ptive Study

Yangon, Myanmar - The military government
raided monasteries to round up opposition leaders of the
seven-week-old rebellion by Buddhist monks in a
crackdown effort on dissent. A dozen members of the
National League for Democracy were arrested at their
headquarters in Yangdon, after authorities searched the
premises. Although the league easily won the May
election, the military Government has arrested its leaders
and taken power. The monks have been protesting the
suppression of pro-democracy groups and have refused
to perform religious services for soldiers. The state radio
said the military searched six monasteries and seized raw
jade, heroin, weapons and literature from illegal groups.

A seven-country research study, sponsored by
the World Health Organization, produced positive
results. 271 men were involved in the test, of which
157 received weekly injections of testosterone
enanthate, a male sex hormone, while their partners
discontinued the use of contraception in any form.
During the year of the test only one pregnancy
occurred, signifying that the hormone successfully
halted sperm production. The study was conducted
in Australia, China, Finland, France, Sweden, Britain
and the United States.

~

China Plans Reforms
Beijing - Prime Minister Li Peng issued a speech
promising major economic changes in China over the
next ten years. The Communist leadership wants the
expansion of the nation's rural and urban private sector.
Peng also addressed the long shelved issue of price
reform by saying the Government will proceed with the
goal of allowing commodity prices to be dictated by the
market, not the state. The announcement of the future
course of Chinese economy came as a surprise to many
businessmen, but as diplomats said, reformist ideas are
back in vogue.

Bhutto Loses in
Pakistan
Islamabad, Pakistan - Benazir Bhutto's party was
drastically defeated by her right-wing opposition in
parliamentary election, according to unofficial returns.
The election is widely seen as the final word on her
dismissal as prime minister. Bhutto refused to admit
defeat and accused the army-backed, "caretaker"
government of fraud. "I'm angry and shockedattheway
elections have been rigged," said Bhutto. "The president
has made a mockery of these elections. It wasn't evei1
subtle." The assessment of a 40-member group of
international poll watchers could affect hundreds of
millions of dollars in US military and economic aid.

hmb~.11- ···· r·· · · ·-· · -··- · - - ~ r n
m
President 's Veto
Survives

Washington - President Bush's veto of a major civil
rights bill fell one vote short of being overturned in
Senate. The 66-to-34 vote, just shy of two-thirds, gave
Bush a victory but it won't bring an end to the debate over
the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1990. Officials expect
similar bills to be proposed next year. The act would have
instilled quotas for hiring and promotion. Bush said that
the concept of quotas in the workplace is one that
Americans regard as both distasteful and unfair. The
supporters of the act insist that it is not a quota bill, .a nd
point to provisions within the act which rule out quotas as
a solution for discrimination.

Alaska to Vote on
Marijuan a

Auto Safety to
Increase

Anchorage - Alaskan voters are pushing to make
possession of small amounts of marijuana illegal, fifteen
years after the State Supreme Court legalized it. Antidrug crusaders are being supported by the oil ind us try in
their battle. The state currently permits people 19 years
of age or older to possess up to four ounces of marijuana.
This law is technically conflicts with Federal law but is
permitted because of the rare enforc~ment of the Federal
law in Alaska. Today, William J. Bennett, Director of
National Drug Control Policy, will be lobbying in Alaska
for legislation to make marijuana possession a
misdemeanor punishable by upwards of 90 days
imprisonment and a $1,000 fine.

Washington - Standards for making automobiles
safer in side collisions, issued Wednesday by the
Department of Transportation, will reportedly prevent
more than 500 deaths and 2,600 serious in juries per year.
Highway safety officials believe that 35 percent of all
cars already meet the standards that will be phased in
over the next four years. Auto manufacturers will be
required to design vehicles to disperse side force to the
frame and the floor, to pad doors and strengthen car
interiors. Federal officials estimate the cost to
manufacturers at $32 per automobile, or $350 million a
year. The regulation is designed to reduce chest and hip
injuries, but not head injuries- the leading cause of
death in these accidents.

Congress Approves
Food Labeling Bill

Murder Charge From
Old Memory

Washington - A bill designed to curtail diseaseprevention claims on food packages and to require most
grocery items to list more nutritional information was
passed by Congress. The bill is expected to end confusion
over what claims food manufacturers could make of their
products. The President is expected to sign the bill, which
is the first new legislation passed on food labeling in two
decades. The Food and Drug Administration, under the
proposed legislation, would be required to create a list on
which claims manufacturers could make, and require
scientific verification of claims.

Redwood City, Calif. - A retired firefighter is
accused by his daughter of bludgeoning an eight-yearold girl to death, 20 years ago. 51-year-old George Thomas
Franklin has pleaded not guilty to charges. The trial
proceedings are currently underway. The daughter,
Eileen Franklin-Lipsker reported the incident to San
Mateo County detectives after the incident reportedly
fl.ashed into her memory. She believes that the memory
of her father sexually molesting and brutally murdering
her playmate was repressed by the trauma of the
experience. Kirk Barret, Franklin-Lipsker's marriage
counselor, testified in a pre-trial hearing that she is1the
victim of a post-traumatic stress syndrome.

Logistico n Shuts
Revlon Down
San Francisco-Revlon Inc. is suing a bitter software
supplier who disabled some of the company's software
last week. Two main distribution centers were closed
because of the computer disruption for three days. $20
million worth of product deliveries and workers were
halted. Revlon complained that Logisticon's inventory
management software was not performing up to
expectations and said that it would withhold a $180,000
payment and cancel the $600,000 second half of the
business agreement. Logisticon disabled the software
via telephone because it did not receive payment and
Revlon was using it for free, according to Logisticon
president Donald Gallagher. Revlon reported that
Logisticon had injected the software with a virus that
made the company's data incomprehensible.
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CAT.ENDAR~
Upcoming UNH Events

Friday, Oct 26
Children's Theater - "A Tree With Arms." Johnson Theater,
noon and 7 p.m. Reservations: 862-2290.
NH International Seminar - "International Relations in the
1990's: A Southern Hemisphere Perspective," Carlos Augusto R.
Santos-Neves, Consul-General of Brazil, New York. Sponsored by
Center for International Perspectives. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
Global Warming Forum -Speakers and films. Forum Room,
Dimond Library, 7 p.m., free.

Saturday, Oct 27
Brion Kinne photo
Judith Ray, Women's athletics director, and Gib Chapman, men's athletic directors

Athletic facilities at
UNH not up to standard
J

Athletic directors say funding is needed to improve facilities for athletes
By Winifred Walsh
News Reporter

Athletic directors Judy Ray
and Gib Chapman agree that the
main problem the athletic program at UNH must contend with
is funding for facilities.
Chapman, on WUNH's

On the possibility of renovating existing ~thletic facilities,
Chapman said, that "to bring them
up to par it might be better to burn
them down and start over."
Chapman sited Snively Arena as
one such facility.
Ray said that "it's difficult to
raise revenue to support facilities"

Judy Ray,

Athletic
Director

"The main benefit of an athletic
fee is allowance into athletic
events as entertainment."
Radio Forum Wednesday night,
said that UNH "doesn'thavethe
worst facilities in the conference.
We have the worst facilities in
the world."
According to Chapman, his
staff is given enough money for
recruiting but that possible recruits decide not to attend UNH
once they see the facilities.
Concerning possible recruits, Ray said that she "was
able to sell the academic programs at UNH when facilities
weren't necessarily that good."

and that we need a short range
plan for renovating-~nd maintaining present facilities'at UNH.
Chapman said th~t UNH will
not receive money from the state
to build new athletic fadlities.
Chapman also said that one
option being considered is 'build~
ing an athletic facility which would
have a revenue providing structure,suchasa parking garage, built
around it.
According to Chapman, hav- '
ing a mandatory athletic fee at
UNH would take pressures off the
budget and provide money for

renovation of facilities.
"The main benefit of an athletic fee," said Ray, "is allowance into athletic events as entertainment." Chapman said that
"athletics come to the forefront
when thinking of entertainment."
Chapman also .said that
there is no question that a winning athletic team brings an increase in alumni contributions.
According to Ray, teams
may have funds cut if they do
not win because, "society is
achievement oriented ...and it's
viewed as failure if a team
doesn't do well."
Ray said that we need to assess "what we can afford as far
as excellence goes." Likewise,
Chapman said that we need "to
step back and review where we
are going in the future."
Ray said that while funding
for men's sports at UNH has increased, funding for women's
sports has stayed the same in recent years.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association provides
some funding to UNH, according to Chapman.
According t·o Ray, the
NCAA is going to vote in January on possible budget cuts;
however, there will be a committee enacted to study these
cost cutting measures in relation
to gender equity in the NCAA
and Title IX.
Ray said that hopefully, if
the budget cuts are approved,
the committee will have time to
propose amendments to the
'- NCAA which will block cuts to
'women's sports because gender
equity has not yet been reached.

Durham Butt Pick-A campus wide effort to rid our environment of ugly, non-giodegradable butts. sponsored by Dept of
LMT & PSN. Volunteers needed, prizes, refreshments, rubber
gloves provided. Flagpole, Thompson Hall, 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Bicycle Bizaar - Fundraising bicycle repair shop. Sponsored
by UNH Cycling Team. Small repairs, runeups, reasonable prices,
professional work. Sullivan Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Men's Soccer - vs. Maine. Field House, 2 p.m.
Native American Harvest Moon Festival - A celebration of
Native American crafts, clothing, lifestyles, food, song, .dance,
.customs. Children's program and storytelling for all ages. Hamiltoi:i Smith, noon to 5 p.m., free.
Country Dance - With Swallowtail, traditional New England dancing to flute, fiddle, piano, concertina & other instruments. Sponsored by Country Dancers. Strafford Room, MUB,
8:30 p.m., $4.

Sunday, Oct 2 8
Seacoast NHMT A Recital - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
3p.m.
Piano Collaborative - Students from Exeter Academy and
UNH performingthefirstvolumeof the "Well-Termpered Cavier
by J.S. Bach. Johnson Theater, 3 p.m.
Men's Hockey - vs. Wisconsin. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
MUSO Film - "Sweetie." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30
p.m., students $1, general $2.

Monday, Oct 29
Celebrity Series-Claire Bloom: A Portrait of Shakespeare's
Women. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets, 862-2290.

Tuesday, Oct 30
Debate - Joe Grandmaison and Judd Gregg, the two candidates for Governor have been invited to express their views on
various issues. Sponsored by Students for Choice & Political
Science Club. Questions from audience encouraged. Strafford
Room, MUB, 1 p.m., free.
Student Recital #2 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
Preview and Reception - For Exhibition "New Art/New
England IV." University Art Galleary, 5-7 p.m.
Italian Film series- ''fhree Brothers." Richards Auditorium!
Murkland, 7 p.tn., $1.

submit information stop in the MUB
Administration Office, Room 322 for forms
and details.
TO
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What are you going to be for
Halloween?

Toontge Biscomel
Fine Art/ Comm.

~ff
Meesh Cronin

. v Communications

?

"I'm going to be Vlad the Impaler.
He was this sick,. twisted dude love slave of the mistress Death!"

• ,.,.;.,)- Sophmore
?,1

"I'm going to be Flounder from the
Little Mermaid because someone
told me I looked like him."

Hilary Dyson
Incognito
Now

Marcus Keyser
Resource Economics
Senior

Sam Keator
History
Sophmore

''The Stay-Puf Marshmallow Man!"

"Sleepy alligator in the noonday
sun."

''The chief enforcer of the f*@#n' no
keg rule."

Moira Byrne ._;',, ·
English
Sophmore

"A yellow crayon, because that's
what I always am... every year."

Grahm
"Sorry about the alcohol policy"
Smith
Dean of Student Oppression

Paul Gruber
Undeclared
Sophmore

"I'm gonna be Frankinserver."
Hey!! Don't forget about the "Great Durham Butt Pick", Saturday 10am
at T-Hall. Help your environment! PICK BUTT!!!
Blaise Masse: Editor

Stude nts for Choic e
Walk -a-tho n postp oned
protestors and then when we got
enough money to paint our building, they spray-painted in black:
A walk-a-thon organized by
'You kill babies' and 'do not enter,
Students for Choice to benefit the
building'. So we recondemned
Feminist Health Center in Greer.they spray painted
and
painted
land has been postponed due to
again. Both
re-painted
we
so
again
to
according
insurance problems,
times they sprayed the night beJennifer Nye, a member of Stufore the days on which we usually
dents for Choice and organizer
abortion clinics, but by
have
of the walk-a-thon.
we didn't have the clinic
chance,
Center's
Health
The Feminist
on those days," said Ordway.
insurance agency reneged on
The Feminist Health Center
their decision to insure the walknon-profit organization that
a
is
ers when they found out that the
provides services such as birth concenter performs abortions,
trol, an abortion clinic, gynecoamong other services, resulting
services, vi~iting lecturers
logical
in the fund raiser being postto UNH and testing for
poned last Wedsexually transmitted
nesday, according
(STDs) and
diseases
to Nye. The walkvirus, said
HIV
the
there
but
"There were no threats,
a-thon was schedOrdway.
uled for October
is a stigma attached to pro-lifers
According to Ord27, at 12:00 p.m.
a small amount
way,
The insurwho cause problems at events like
comes from
money
of
ance company
terrorists."
like
act
can
They
these.
STD testfor
state
the
pro-life
feared that
ing and some from the
activists might
Jennifer Nye
Federal government
protest the walk
Choice
for
Students
HIV testing.
for
and that walkers
"The money
hurt,
get
could
from the Walk would
making them a
have gone to things like birth
mal office procedures, which I can
bad risk, said Nye.
STD testing, HIV testing,
control,
Ordway.
said
understand,"
"There were no threats, but
at UNH and gynecologilecturers
made
been
have
threats
No
proto
attached
stigma
a
is
there
against Students for Choice, but cal services. Everyone has worked
lifers who cause problems at
very hard on this and we don't
the Feminist Health Center has
events like these. They can act
want to cancel it, we're trying to
said
past,
the
in
threatened
been
like terrorists," said Nye.
re-organize tor the sprmg. We're
Nye.
To have a walk-a-thon or
"The problem is the protestors also looking into other insurance
similar event in Durham, it ·is
policy options," said Nye.
and the violence that they've been
necessary to have insurance, be"With more time, the longer
known to do. They throw a redcause once a participant that was
like substance on the snow in they look, the better chance there
injured in a bike-a-thon tried to
front of the clinic. Last year one of is to get a small agency that isn't
sue Durham, said Nye.
clinic staff was assaulted by worried, or we may do an activity
the
a
to
fair
seem
"It doesn't
that doesn't require insurance,"
said Ordway.
By Katelyn Randall
News Reporter

small organization; it takes away
people's ability to assemble. It's
really scary the way this country
is moving when for the threat of
violence, pro-choice groups are
afraid to meet, " said Nye.
"Our insurance agent finally
found someonethatwould insure
us for $500, with a million dollar
policy, but they were afraid of antiabortionists and that something
might go wrong," said Brigette
Ordway, fundraising coordinator
for the Feminist Health Center.
"The company is a very conservative company and they don't
like to insure anything beyond nor-

FACULTY, from page 1
problem. Others brush it off.
Stacia Sower,
chair of the Academic Senate's
Budget and Planning Committee,
said the unionization move forces
people into groups-those in the
union and those not in the union.
"I personally
voted against the union," said
Sower. ''The unfortunate thing is
that there's a lot of frustration
among the faculty'' which lead to
the union formation, she said. ''But
we don't need a second layer of
administration."
Sower fears
that "unless faculty belong to the
union, they'll have no say in what
happens."
And Sower
echoed the leveling claim, saying
that faculty, under the union, will
only be able to get merit increases
of 1.8 percent a year, at the highest.
''The best faculty will leave here as a result of
the union," she predicted.
Divisiveness
among the faculty doesn't have to
be the result of the unionization,
James said. ''There's plenty of
room for involvement" for everyone, she said. The only division,

with the leveling assertion, she
said that the fear of pay increases
across the board is unfounded. "It
won't work that way. The AAUP
allows its chapters a great deal of
local control. We can put in merit
pay, pay to equalize inequities
because of gender .... Nothing's
pre-ordained." C a r o l y n
Mebert, an associate professor of
psychology, disputed the mediocrity claim, saying that promotion and tenure will be decided
the same as before the union, and
that new faculty will be .sought
out through search committees
composed of faculty members, just
as now. "We don't aim for mediocrity in our hiring. We're looking
for highly respected people," she
said.
Steve Fan, the
collective bargaining committee
chairperson for UNH' s chapter of
the AAUP, said the union will
now be an important device for
improving faculty salaries and
benefits, in which UNH ranks last
among New England state universities, as well as work conditions. "We have very reasonable
goals. We're not asking for the
moon," he said. "We just want to
be treated like the faculty in the
she said, would be between "those area. We don't want to be at the
who choose to participate and top of the list."
those who sit on the sidelines."
Fan said the
Disagreeing money for boosting salaries could

come from increasing the share of
the state budget that goes to the
University System of New Hampshire (USNH).
In 1974,according to Art Grant, secretary of
USNH, the system received 12
percent of the state general fund
appropriations. That figure has
decreased every year since, said
Grant, with only 7.5 percent of the
state's appropriations going to the
system in 1990.
effort
"An
should be made to convince the
governor and the state legislature
of the importance of higher education," said Fan.
Puth, however,
said a change in the amount of
state appropriations won't affect
salaries much because the system
receives "maybe 1 / 4 ofits finances
from the state. The salary pool
alone is twice what the state gives
us" in total appropriations, he said.
Puth said the
union could negotiate fringe benefits. ''That's one of the few things
the union can be effective on," he
said.
But that doesn't
change the fact that there's one big
obstacle to the union getting its
goals accomplished, said Puth.
"Where can the money come
please see next page

NOT ICES
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ATHLETICS
AEROBIC INSTRUCTION CERTIFICATION COURSE: Run
Resources." Recertifications may also attend. Starts
"Fitness
by
Tuesday, October 30, Field House, 6 p.m. $165. new certifications/
$95 recertifications.
SATURDAY "AEROBIC SPECIAL": Fast paced, energetic
class. Saturday, October 27, NH Hall gym, 11-noon, $3.

GENE RAL- -----SMITH HALL-OWEEN COSTUME BALL: Best costume
contest, bobbing for apples, cider, donuts, candy, and dancing to a
live band, ''THE DETOURS." Saturday, November 3, Smith Hall
Lounge, 8 p.m.-1 a.m., $1
WOMEN'S COMMISSION OPENING: The UNH President's
Commission on the Status of Women invites non-traditional undergraduates, graduates, or international students to apply for
position for non-traditional/ returning student. forms are available
at Returning Students Office, Women's Studies Office, and Grad uate School, or by calling Women's Commission at 862-1058. application deadline is November 2.
FRENCH TABLE: Sponsored by Dept. of French & Italian.
Bring lunch, beverages available. Mondays, Rm. 102, Murkland,
12-1 p.m.
SPRING HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP-ANSC402 (2 er.): Priority sign-up October 30 at 5 p.m.; and Registration October 31 at
4:30 p.m. Open to all students; beginner-advanced. Horse Center
Classroom, Horse Barns.

HEALTH
WHAT'S WRONG WITH FAT: Tuesday, October 30, TV
Lounge, Fairchild Hall, 7 p.m.
JUST BETWEEN YOU AND ME: Monday, October 29, Hetzel Hall, 7 p.m.
The following are sponsored by Health Education and held
at Health Services:
AA MEETINGS: Sessions open only to those "who have a
desire to stop drinking." Monday-Friday, Conference Rm. #201A,
noon-1 p.m.
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and
confidential at Health Education, call 862-3823.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Mondays, Medical Library
#222, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
FACULTY /STAFFSUPPORTGROUPFOR LESBIANS, GAY
MEN & BISEXUALS: Information, Health Education, 862-3823.
Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, 4:30-5:30 p.m.
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Medical Library #222,
noon-1 p.m.
OVEREATERSANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Conference Room
#201A, 1-2 p.m.

MEETINGS
WOMEN'S ISSUES CENTER ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: For planning activities; women's history project; support
groups, decorating office space & building up library. New members wanted - if can't make meeting, please call. Every Monday,
Women's Commission, Batchelder House, 10 a.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH - OPEN MEETINGS: Sponsored by President's Commission on the Status of Women. For
anyone interested in planning & implementing this March event. If
unable to attend, call 862-1058, for an interest form. Tuesdays, now
until Thanksgiving, Rockingham Room, MUB, noon-1 p.m.

To submit information, stop in the MUB Administration Office,
Room 322 for forms and deadlines
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lJNION, from page 1

THE GODS
OF THE TEST
DRIVE
BY Ed Sawyer
and co-pilot
Rick Bramson
Here's the new pastime folks, the end-all, be-all of adventurous recreation. It's called the Test Drive. Rick and I have made this
our new pastime for those boring wedensday afternoons, when
thoughts turn toward adventure and mayhem. Here's the plan1. Jump in your car and cruise down to where all the car
dealers are, like rte 1 in portsmouth, or some other locale, rich and
ripe for exploitation. Make sure that you are dressed well and look
rich. Ties are a bit much.
2. Take a slow spin through the prospective target's parking
lot, looking for any fast vehicles. Keep in mind the price range, and
how much bullshit you may have to sling to take a drive.

3. Parkin a visibleareaifyouhavea sweet car, otherwise park
where they won't see what kind of piece of shit you drove in with.
Next, check out the prospective vehicle, and make sure it's a 5-speed,
Test driving an automatic is a waste of time.
4. Now comes the fun, creative part. Bullshit is the name of the
game. Our story goes like this ... I am a rich kid who is graduating
this spring and my folks are springing for a new set of wheels for a
graduation present. My friend Rick is here to help me as a third party
and because he knows cars more than me. We then usually get the
dealer to give his spiel and show us the car.

5. Now push for a TESf DRIVE!!!

any state university in New
England. The medical benefits
package, which some faculty alread yconsidered tobeinadequate
was due to be decreased again,
said Fan. The decrease in the
benefits package came in the form
of an increased payroll deduction for medical insurance.
''This [plan] is totally out
of line with what other places
[universities] provide," said Fan.
Fan also said the faculty
would like to see the grievance
procedure addressed, calling the
current one too vague. "We need
to have a fair and reasonable
grievance procedure. The procedure right now is very vague and
cumbersome. It is also weak ...and
not spelled out very well."
Fan also says that the
l,lnion should be a positive influence on the University and it can
work to improve conditions if
everyone works together.
''The union just wanted
to make su_re the needs and interests of the faculty are properly
represented. We want to work
with the administration to meet
those goals," said Fan.
President
Dale
Nitzschke said that the goals of
the administration have not
changed, but that the mechanism
by which change occurs has.
The administration affirmed their commitment to the
faculty yesterday at a trustee's
meeting at Keene State College,
according to Nitzschke. The
administration has always been
concerned with the salaries and
benefits of the faculty up to the
point of unionization and will
continue in the future.
"It's a different approach to things and it should not
result in something bad," said

This is where the real fun begins. A good, trusting(read
naive) dealer will allow us to go out alone. A two-seater is a good,
safe bet. If the naivety is not present, push for separate test drives.
Hopefully this procedure will not be necessary. When the dealer
hands you the keys, try not to smile. This is much more difficult than
it would seem. Always drive prudently when in sight of the
dealership. Once you are safely out of view, REDLINE. If the dealer
it."
is not with you, anything goes. Some ofour most outrageous exploits
When asked about the
are: 120 mph inanRX-7Turboonrte. 95(courtesyofEd) and making
closing of Pease Air Force Base in
an illegal u turn in a police turn around. ·Here is where the drivers
Portsmouth, Durkin said, unlike
switch, and more rubber is to be gotten. The currnet record is lighting
Smith's quiet acceptance of the
them up in the first three gears of a VW Corrado.
closing, he "would have raised
One of the most fun vehicles to drive was the Mazda
holy hell."
Miata. Ed and I were given this vehicle by OURSELVES, top down
He said he would at least
and sunshine. Amazingly enough, conversation can be carried on at
have made sure the toxic waste
103 mph in topless mode. On the subject of the Miata, it was so much
dumps would be cleaned up and
fun to drive that it inspired a new test: the Portsmouth traffic circle .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(a.k.a. The wheel of Death). Yours truly (Rick) was able to negotiate
Although Ed and I
this at 50 mph. The mazda was very predictable, with only mild
agreed to hang up our test drivsliding tendencies by the rear wheels. An excellent vehicle.
ing keys after acquiring the 300
These cars were moderatley priced, and thus fairly easy to
ZX, wearehooked. Wecannotbe
obtain. For more work, one can achieve more gain in the status of
stopped, and are on a quest to see
vehicles. One which took a good amount of bullshit was the Chevy
how many vehicles we can try.
Corvette. This is a machine with incredible gut-wrenching acceleraWe are aiming to drive a Mitsubtion, and a venegence for speed. This thing was typical american pig
ishi 3000GT VR-4 Turbo, Corin fit and finish, with a space-invaders dash, but 240 h.p. can make
vette ZR-l(very improbable),
up for a lot of sins. Talk about POWER!! The thing had it from idle
BMW 535i, any Ferrari, or anyto redline, With grip to match. Talk about getting kicked in the ass,
thing fun.
when you put your foot down, at least America has one decent
performnace car.
Please bear in mind that
The Vette however, paled in comparison when stacked up
we do not excessively speed in
against the car of all cars, the vehicle of the gods, the one and only
traffic, or endanger other people.
Nissan 300 ZX Turbo!
We simply enjoy driving.
Of all ofthe cars we have thus far driven, the 300 ZX was the
Also ,if any donut-eatmost powerful at 300 h. p .. As expected the dealer insisted on going
ing , ticket writing oinkers out
with us, so separate test drives were in order. Ed went first, gave
there see a sports car with a dealer
them the spiel, and then I got a chance to scare the salesperson. Let
plate, roaring down the road at
me tell you, twin turbos and 300 h.p. were almost(keyword) enough
full-throttle, it's probably us
to cure my insatiable lust for power. At 80 mph in third gear down
(Even if we are not speeding, the
rte 16, this vehicle was confidence inspiring. It was a blessing in
shit-eating grins will give it
disguise that the dealer accompanied us in our respective rides. If
away). If you choose to pursue
this were not the case, I doubt we would have returned the vehicle.
us, be ready for the chase of your
Even if we did, the state of NH would be holding our licenses in the
lives. If you get left, you'll know
interest of public safety.
it's us.
,/

Nitzschke.
.
According to~Nitzschke,
people have a tendency to attach
unfounded negativism to unions.
Ni~zschke said it's too
early in the game to be worried
about the possible negative effects
of unionization, but said that the
potential is always there if people
aren't willing to cooperate.
Chris Balling, president
of the local AAUP Chapter of
UNH, said the immediate goal of
the union will be to set up talks for
the collective bargaining caucus
and prepare for negotiations with
the administration.
Balling said the union
will not have any direct or immediate effect on students, nor should
it.
The union, according to
Balling, would like to see an increase in state support for the
University, more faculty and a
better teaching environment.
Nitzschke echoed these
sentiments. He said he would also
like to see improvements in the
University through the increase of
the number of faculty and programs that the University can
support, as well as the quality of
the undergraduate programs.
According to Balling, the
collective bargaining process can
enhance the collegial relationship
between faculty and administration. Balling said the faculty have
more in control, while still retaining the traditional roles the have
always played in the administrative process.
The faculty, who have
always served as advisors to the
administration will now have 1 a
formal role in decision making.
The faculty have routine!y been for in put, but their final
agreement was never required to

approve decisions about salary
and benefits, according to Balling.
According to Nitzschke,
the process of approving a contract could be a long process.
Nitzschke, who was also
president at the University of
Northern Iowa, experienced firsttime collective bargaining at that
university. Nitzschke said the first
contract took about 11 /2 years to
finalize. ''The first contract sets
the tone for the rest."
Nitzschke said one aspect of unionization that has yet to
be ironed out completely is the
chairpersons of departments, who
are also members of the union.
According to Nitzschke, these
faculty have often served as both
administrators and faculty within
their departments, often recommending salary increases.
Nitzschke said an alternate system would have to be put
in place to ensure that a conflict of
interest would not put these
people in awkward positions.
According to Balling, the
AAUP will have a designated
negotiator who will carry ot1 t the
negotiating process with the negotiator for the Board of Trustees.
Balling said that the arduousness
of the negotiations should not have
any affect on the faculty in their
teaching roles.
''The faculty at UNH are
dt dicated to teaching. We're going
to do our job regardless. We don't
let any decline in morale affect the
students," said Balling.
Fan said that the union
will begin to have membership
drives to give faculty members
the chance to join the union.
According to Fan, faculty
do not have to join the union, but
undE"r the law they will be represented equally with those faculty
who are in the union.

DURKIN, from page 2
added that Smith had voted
against money to carry out these
cleanup projects.
Durkin said he would
like to see part of Pease Air Force
Base along the Great Bay turned
into a wildlife refuge.
Matt Newland, a sophomore who attended Durkin's
speech, said he was impressed
with Durkin' s sincerity, especially
in his anger towards Smith.
Newland didn't think

that insulting Smith was necessary, but that Durkin does find
good things to criticize Smith for.
"It's hard not to be the incumbent," said Newland.
Newland added that he
was planning to vote for Durkin in
the election.
On October 30, Durkin
and Smith are planning to have a
final debate on channel 11 in
Durham, before the November 6
election.

LOCKERS, from page 3
possible legal actions. The

Democrat reports "the feeling is
that UNH does not want to be
accused of inconsistent policies as
a means of keeping women reporters out of the locker room."
UNH Sports Information
Director Mike Bruckner said, "We
had to make a decision and basically the coaches don't want
women in their locker room."
UNH Football Coach Bill
Bowes is "disappointed to resort
to this", but said that the policy
was inevitable. He said he foresaw the future of a male wanting
access to a women's locker room
and women feeling uncomfortable
about that. He said he didn't feel it
was right for a male reporter to be
allowed entrance into a women's
lockerroomandcould understand

a woman's reservations.
Bowes also pointed out
that many of the players are seventeen and are a little too young to
be exposed to women in the locker
rooms. He said, "You have to
separate the pros from the college
level."
Duane Grade, linebacker
for the Wildcats, said that the
policy really doesn't affect
anything.He said that, "It is better
to have a controlled area- then
everyone's comfortable."
Mike Gallagher, fullback
for the Wildcats, also said the new
set-up is better. "Now you don't
have to worry about women in the
locker rooms." !
He also pointed out that
the new situation could also make

please see next page
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FAClJLTY, from page 7
from?"
The University would
have trouble getting more money
from the state, since asking the
legislature to raise taxes would
not be politically appealing, and
the chances of getting more support from the federal government
are not good, Puth said.
Raising tuition, especially out-of-state tuition, is a
limited option because of the
shrinking applicant pool, he said.
Owen Durgin, a past
chairman of the Academic Senate, said that he doubts more
money will come to the University from the state to pay for salary increases, because UNH is
competing for state dollars with
departments that serve individ uals directly, such as mental health
services and health care services.
But Fan dismissed those
who say the state's current economic condition precludes any
salary increases. ''Those are excuses for doing nothing," he said.
And Mebert said,
"Based on the history of unions,
we have a good shot at improving salaries." She cautioned that
huge changes won't happen right
away. "It's not an overnight
cure," she said. "But it will help
us to work toward a better situation."

James, citing that New
Hampshire ranks among the top
five states in the nation for per
capita income, said, "It's not a
matter of New Hampshire not
having the money to pay state
employees decent wages." I
.
Sower saw other problems with the unionization. She
said that if the union members just
stuck to working on salary and
benefits, that would be okay; but if
they start interfering with working conditions, that could be a
problem. 'They may say we can't
work nights and weekends/'
which, to a researcher, could pose
great problems, she said.
Sower also said that unions, which are present at every
New England state university
except Vermont's,havecomeabout
because of tough economic times
that have occurred in New England in the past. "In times of economic woes, unions arise," she
said.
No new academic unions
have been formed in the last seven
years in this country, she said.
Sower said she'd seen statistics
showing that the quality of New
England colleges decrease after
unions are put in place.
Sower said that those
New England unions hadn't been
eliminated because it's hard to get
rid of a union once it's in place,

although decertification of some
of those unions may happen in the
union
The
next 10 years.
being formed now is different from
other unions in one big respect.
The state probably won't allow
the faculty to strike, since they're

state employees, technically. But
Fan said that wasn't very critical.
"Most states don't allow their
university faculty to strike, but
unions there have accomplished
lots," he said.
Durgin concluded by
saying, "We (this country) have

We're
turning
overa
new
leaf in
the

woods.

The award-winning restaurant at the New
England Center now has a new name:
the woods.
Walk into the woods and you'll discover
a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New
Hampshire by New Hampshire Profiles
magazine!), and delicious Sunset Specials,
served daily from 5:30 p.m.
In our wine bar, you can sample fine wines
by the glass from the most varied wine list
in the state. Sip your favorite beer or cocktail. Or nibble on tempting hors d'oeuvres
and sandwiches.
So turn over a new leaf, and come see us
often. For reservations, call (603) 862-2815.

t

Williams is survived by
his wife Elizabeth; a son, Peter, of
Boulder, Colorado; a daughter,
Anne Williams, of Newmarket,
N.H.; and two brothers, John and
Dan, both of California.
A memorial service for
Williams is scheduled for Monday, October 29, at 4:00 p.m. in the
Eliot Alumni Center. The service
is open to the public.
Kent & Pelczar Funeral
Home, 41 Exeter St., Newmarket,
is handling all arrangements.
There will be no calling hours.
Donations may be made
to the Norris Cotton Cancer Center, Hanover, N.H. 03756.

At
15

Center
England
New
the
Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH

"TERRIFICI EXCEPTIONAUn

LOCKERS, from page 8
be difficult only talking with two
players and said it would be fair to
have the whole team present for
the interview.
Chris York, a reporter for
The New Hampshire, was not
pleased with the new policy and
said it could cause some problems, especially for reporters who
have a deadline.
Like many reporters,
York said that the players may be
more reserved in the press room.
He said that in the locker room
you "pick up good things." He
didn't think that players would
give the same answer to questions
if it was a one-on-one situation.
York also said that "UNH
is taking precautions for what
could happen," and said that eventually there would have been a
problem.
The UNH press release
·

s

restaurant and wine bar

UNH.

players a little nervous. He also
said that bei11g singled out can
also make a player feel good.
For Craig, the new policyraisesdifficulties. Now, he said,
reporters are restricted to only
talking to two players after the
game. He said that this situation
forces players to be less candid.
He admits that the locker
room is "not a very appealing
place" but said that this policy
will "decrease the competitive
nature" ·of getting the story. Now
all reporters will get the same
quotes.
However, he also said
that now all reporters, male or
female will "get the same shot."
He added that it was "smart to
make the policy."
Heather Grant, sports
editor at The New Hampshire, also
agreed with the policy and said it
was the only professional way to
handle the situation. But she said
that the press room atmosphere
will take spontaneity from the
interviews.
She also said that it will

been a representative society for a
long while. Very often decisions
are made by the body which never
are the desires of the other part of
the body.·
''That doesn't mean that
people don't get along with each
other here."

- -· - - -

DEATH, from page 1
are, to give us an experience, and after that, we hope,
some truth."
In an interview with
The Portsmouth Herald, Williams
said that "good writing is honest, strong, vivid, seeing in the
s~nse that it's not just slick entertainment."
Williams was born in
1926 in Duluth, Minnesota. At
the age of ten, he moved to New
York City.
He later served in the
U.S. Army for two years, 194446. He then received both his
bachelor degree (1950) and his
master's degree (1958) from
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- Jay Scott, JlliOOO f1llf I MU.

"CAPTIVATING
MOVING. SEE 11.'n
-011rfa«,,.,QMWf

THEUVESOF

"A MUSICAL TRIP
THAT WIU KNOCK
YOUR SOCKS Off.
WONDERRIUY
WARM."
lldJ/TV ,,__}

UINCi
JONES

- Roy l.en,f, -

"ASTONISHING AND
MESMERIZING. n
- Brian o. Jolllsan, MMUM·s MAGWE

does leave an option for the coach
to open the locker if he or she
wants to. However, if he or she
does open it, then it must be open
to all media representatives male
or female.

WARNER BROS. PRESfNTS ACOURTNEY SAlE ROSS PRODUCTION USTtN UP. THE UVES OF QUINCY JONES
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OPENS OCTOBER 26TH EVERYWHERE
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HOST LIABILITIES

,,.•
•I

·--■■

Sitting on the decks in the Bay,
Watching the tides roll away ...

·--

Leave the books behind & experience Durham
from the Bay.

'1/'
.1 JUDGE MITCH CRANE .1

'1/'

WITH SPEAKERS

Inland Waterway Cruises departing October 27 & 28,
11 am & 2 pm. Call 1-800-441-4620 for reservations .
Group Rates & Private Charters available - Formals,
Fund Raisers, & Christmas Parties aboard our steamship
replica. Please call for our Introductory Christmas

&
KATHLEEN GILDEA-DINZEO

Charter Rates.

Sunday, October 28th
at 7:00 p.in.
Granite State Room, MUB

* Learn to throw a non-alcoholic party
mocktails and recipies
** Free
:
Free snacks
* No admission charge

t

0

O

HOSTED BY KAPP A DELTA AND SIGMA PHI EPSILON IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
». -~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-

~

Isles of Shoals Steamship Co.
315 Market Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Iii
~

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~
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iii The Campus Activities Board would like to say

Ill

Thank You to all of you who contibuted to the
Ill major success of this year's

!!I!

Ill!
1111

~~

\~r:::l Magic Carpet Ride
~ Homecomin g 1990
(funded by PFO)

]Ir

Winners of Contests:

Snonsors:

Banner Contest: Smith Hall & Scott Hall
T-Shirt Contest: Hetzel Hall
Bed Races: Track Team
.P arade Float Contest: Lambda Chi Alph~

UNH Bookstore, Durham Laundry, Great Bay Cleaners,
Hayden Sports, Tin Palace, Shear Excitement, The Bagelry,
Houghton's Hardware, Sub Stop, Young's Restaurant,
Durham Bike, Allied Video, JP's Eatery, WERZ,
, and
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Student Senate, Mini-Dorm Council,
Lord and Hunter Hall Councils, COOL-AID, Athletics,
WUNH, Student Activities, Residential Life, Housing
and Conferences, UNH Dining

Jf

;9NnmH8.lt,1P•lHFuru►.ffllUHdQ•;j~UNP.ffllilW~'-1P•HIU~nll¥lDP•mtU~t,)ffiJ1WH,~P•l;~J)ru►.ffllU.W,rol
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Lam bda Chi Alp ha

Cy stic Fib ros is
5K Rac e
Date: Saturd ay, Octobe r 27, 1990
Startin g Time: 10:00 am
Regist ration: 9: 15 am
Place: Lambd a Chi Alpha
10 Madbu ry Road
Durha m, NH
Panel Discussion s on Environmental Ethics
and the Future of Northeaste rn Native American Affairs

Exhibits of Clothing, Crafts and many other aspects
of Native American Life
Potluck Dinner at 5 p.m.-brin g a dish for admission
Sponsored by the Native American CulttJral Association, PFO and the Wildcatessen

a-- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---

~
Race Fee: $5
T-Shir ts on sale the day of the race. ::
~
Prizes to top runne rs of
~
each age group.
___.,,.-

._...,....~---_.....,.....l""'lll"'ll'..._._.._ _ _ _ _.,..........-i...,.
~~

IO N
Spots are availab e
Student Senate!
. Petiti ons are avail able in the
Stude nt Senat e Office, Room , 130, MUB

Due: Frid ay, Nov emb er 2nd

*

Any Questi ons?: Call Jim Batty or Ted Grimbi las at the
Studen t Senate Office at 862-1494.

*
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WILDCATS
LIVE!
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The Recreational Sports
Department would like to send a
very special "Thank You"to
everyone involved inthe 13th
Annual l OK Homecoming Road
Race, Saturday October 20, 1990.
You did a terrific job!!!

Saturday, October 27

KATHLEEN BARTLETT
ALISON BEST
PAUL BOCKO
KATHY CASLER
CYNDI CHASE
DEB DORSCH
ROBIN DROWN
TAMMY EELLS
JOHN FIELD
STEVE FRECHETTE
JOANN FRYER
ERIN GRAVEL
MICHELE HAWKINS
JOY HENTE

■

SUSAN HESS
GAIL HINCHEY
MOLLY JOST
JEFF KEARNEY
DAVID LEACH
TIM LEWIS
KELLIE MCGRATH
DENISE MONAHAN
CARLA MORAN
MIKE NELSON
SUSAN NORMAN
DAN PACKHURST
LOIS PANCOST

MEGHAN PATRICK
STACY PICKERELL
DIANE RAINES
DAVIS RICHMOND
CHARLENE RING
REYN RITCHIE
CELIA ROSS
PHIL SCHIAVO
JODIE STELLER
BARBARA TOPPER
NANETTE VANVLIET
JIM WENTWORTH
ANDREA WILLIAMS
JOHN WILSON

We would also like to thank the businesses
that graciously sponsored this race,
including:

Join Glenn Hauser and Kevin
Gray live from Nickerson
Field as UNH (6-0-l)takes
on Boston University(3-4) in
Yankee Conference Football.

UNH ALUMNI OFFICE
ATTITASH
BENJAMIN'S
BURGER KING
COCA-COLA, INC.
COLOMBO, INC.
UNH DAIRY BAR
DEKE'S SKI OUTLET
DURHAM FITNESS CENTER
GEORGE & PHILLIPS
GLORY DAZE
HAYDEN SPORTS

KICK OFF IS AT
1:301

LICKER STORE
LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP
MARTIN'S
NEW ENGLAND CENTER
· OLYMPIA SPORTS
PORTSMOUTH ATHLETIC CLUB
POSITIVE STEPS FITNESS CENTER
SHAW'S
SMART FOOD
WEEK'S DAIRY
THE WORKS ATHLETIC CLUB

The shirts were printed by Forbes Marketing.
The finish line management was provided by Granite State Race Service

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!!

WHAT THE *?!@!
IS COOL-AID??

11 am - close
Saturday & Sunday

ana informationa{ tapefine service operatea
ana staffea by 11'1{!}{ stuaents.

868-7449

? We can ta{{( to you about prob{ems, give

• JP's JUMBO Subs &
Sandwiches
• Fresh Seafood
• Salads & More ·
• Daily Homemade
Specials

• you nwre infonnation on a topic tliat
concerns you, or ju.st {ena a {istening ear.
/ Ca{(s to COO.L-f41'1J can be made anonynwu.s{y
• ana are a{ways Kg.pt confiaential

@ Ca{{ us anyime 3pm to mianiglit at
862-2293 (liotfine) or 862-3554 (tapefine}

1

. n I.

• nere

t

/~

onei-p ou~(Yf
n I.

r.

CV,

J

/

I

<, r:f'

J

$1 OFF
~

any cold cut sub

~: One coupon per purchase. Not valid with any
'·❖
other special. Only at JP's Eatery
:
38 Main St. Durham 868-7449
tL--

E!':::=::::::!~~~~~~~~~~~~iE:ll!ll--Sllill:l~lllllilm- ~,~==·==:=·==-:•)'='=❖. . . .••-- • • •
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Free
Delivery

*COO.L-f4.JID is a Crisis Intervention !}{otfine

coo£-.9LFD is

■

J.(T\'
~t' S
l!ATERV

«'- .. <;:,. •• : • ••, --~ ..,., •••••<..
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Beyond the Coke Can
Students win awards for origional aluminum
creations
By Ellen Harris
Environmental Page Editor
Students in universities
across the country have won thousands of dollars in prize money
for their ingenious ideas in a series
of contests sponsored by the
Aluminum Association, Inc.
Divisions of the contest
included "Creative Aluminum
Technology," "Automotive Design Competition," and "Aluminum Solutions to Architectural or
Structural Design Problems."
Hundreds of entries
were received in this year's annual contest. All entries, which
were judged by a panel of industrial experts, were required to be a
new application of aluminum
sheet or plate.
A team of mechanical
engineering students from the
University of Maryland took top
honors in the Automotive Design
Competition with their entry: "The
Pride of Maryland: A Solar Powered Car." The six students who

constructed the car will split $3000
in prize money and the
university's mechanical engineeringdepartmentwill receivea$2000
award.
Students at the University of Michigan, the University of
Washington, Clarkson University,
and Lawrence Technological University split an additional$5000 in
prize money for their aluminum
automotive designs.
A University of Kansas
engineering student won $3000 in
the architectural design contest
with his original concept: ''The
Extruded Barbell Beam: A New
Option for Aluminum Scaffold
Design."
Over $5000 more in prize
money was awarded to students
with original solutions to structural design problems using aluminum.
The "Charles Martin Hall
Aluminum Technology A ward
Competition" awarded first place
to a University of California Mate-

rials Science student. His entry, an
original design in the area of aluminum-lithium alloys, was worth
$3000; the school's engineering
department also won $2000 for
the student's first place project.
Winning entries were
selected for their creativity, innovative uses of aluminum, and
understandin·g of the properties
and characteristics of aluminum,
and quality and completeness of
the presentation.
Judges also looked for
originality, contribution to aluminum technology and quality of
technical writing or engineering
presentation.
The Aluminum Association, Inc. represents domestic
producers of primary and secondary aluminum and semi-fabricated aluminum products.
The competition is open
annually to all undergraduate
engineering, metallurgy and material science students.

(Mike Parnham photo)

A clean North Hamp~on Beach... where life is easy
and the lobsters are happy.

Internatio nal Green Cross

@ World Wide Ecological Efforts in Process @
By Matt O'Connor
Environrnetal Page Editor

Eat a ·Little Lower on theGood
.01' Food Chain! .
If Amerkans cut their meat intake py only 1.0%,
the sav!11gs in grain could feed 60 million people for
a yea,r, a~d meat production is _incredibly energy-intepsjve. Here '1re some simple things you can do:
- Simply ~ut dow,n on your meat copsumpticm.

- Expef-imenfwith occasionaLveget~rian Irieals.
~

Give . ~dible .gardening a try~ You would be
surprised at how muchy6u ca·n grow on even small
plot.

a

. - Support local farmer's markets and shop at the
CO+QP righthere at UNH for .~xcellent and healthy
food that is ecologically safer!

A Quote for the Week:

."It's the sides oJ :the
mountain . . that ~µpport
1iJe,.not the top."
-Chen Lu, philosopher

David Brower, the
archdruid of the modem environmental movement, noncompromising leader of the Sierra Club in
the'S0' s and '60' s, founder of
Friends of the Earth International,
and chairman of the Earth Island
Institute, etc., etc., is at it again. He
is sounding the call for the creation of an International Green
Circle. An organization that will
usher in both the restoration decade and unprecedented global,
cross-cultural cooperation on
behalf of ourselves and our common, fragile home - planet Earth.
Green Circle will be a
path to both peace and environmental security. Citizens from all
nations will lead and work together on Green Circle projects in
host countries. "If we are ever
going to find out how to work
together with people with whom
we disagree," says Brower, "here
is something which can give us a
common feeling, a good feeling,
because we are doing something
which the planet and the next
generation are going to like - the
restoration of a sound relationship with the planet."

Similar to the International Red Cross, which seeks to
repair damage done to people and
structures caused by natural disasters, the Green Circle will go the
other way and repair - and prevent - damage to the Earth caused
by people and structures. The
Green Circle will feature an international volunteer corps that will
provide emergency relief for ecological disasters, assist grassroots
environmental projects, and engage in Green circle projects on
every corner of the Earth.
The Green Circle will
enhance communication between
non-governmental organizations
of different nations by having an
international support center that
will include volunteers, information, and access to scientific and
legal expertise. The wheel will now
only have to go around once with
international cooperation as the
source of energy.
In a recent full page ad
in the New York Times, with the
heading"On Human Survival and
Healing The Earth," the entire
speech by Mikhail Gorbachev to
the 1990 Global Forum was re-

printed along with a call of support for the Green Circle. In
Gorbachev's speech he called for
the "ecologizing" of the Soviet
Union and suggested that there be
an "International Green Cross."
Brower and Earth Island Institute
are heeding his suggestion, choosing the circle because it signifies
unity of all cultures and the interconnectedness of all things.
The Green Circle needs
you! In speech after speech by
Brower more than 80,000 people
have responded affirmatively
when asked if they were willing to
commit at least one year on service in the Green Circle. Seeking
volunteers of all ages, this is a
chance to contribute more than
your money, letters, and office
skills. Instead it's a chance to do
hands-on work for what you are
environmentally fighting for - a
clean, safe, healthy world.
For more info, send a selfaddressed envelope including 45
cents in postage to Green Circle/
Earth Island Institute, 300 Broadway, Suite 28, San Francisco, CA
94133.

Films: "Stopping the Coming of the Ice Age"
"The Greenhouse Crisis: The American Response"
Friday, October 26, 7-8:30 pm - Forum Rm., Dimond Library- Free to all
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Censorship has struck again. Its power
was wielded this week by the administrato rs
of a New York school district that decided
Gary Schiffhauer had painted an obscene
mural in his high school:
.
Each year the Lewiston-Po rter High
School art publications class s~lects one
mu~al that, represents the ~emor cla~s.
Schi_ffl~auer s was chosen by his pe~rs for its
depiction of AIDS, sex, drugs, racism and
the environment , a mural that included the
slogans, "Safe Sex or No Sex", "Crack is
Whack", and "Free South Africa."
Schiffhauer said he painted the mural
because he wanted to make his peers aware
of the dangers of drug use and unprotected
sex. His important message went unheeded
when outraged school officials painted the
words over.
"My son or daughter would be
embarrassed to have their name associated
with something like that," said the school
superintende nt Harrison Coppock. He also
is convinced that Schiffhauer has no right to

Give Camp
Credit
To the Editor:
The whole controversy about
Freshman Camp has got me frustrated.
What we have here is an administration
who is not seeing the big picture. Dean
Sanborn and others are not realizing
that the good greatly outweighs the
bad. I also don't think he realizes how
many people he's hurting with his
latest decision.
Earlier, it was said that Freshman
Camp should be help at the University
and be expanded so more, if not all,
Freshman enjoy it. Now it has become
an even more select group with only
75 campers. Not only does this latest
decision hurt the 225 campers that
aren't going to experience Camp and
all it has to offer, but it also affects 75
counselors. These counselors will no
longer be able to return to camp.
Why is Camp so good? Because it
gives incoming Freshman an
opportunity to meet hundreds of
people before they even take a class.
Meeting new people translates into
becoming comfortable with new
surroundings. It also instills in the
Freshman a true sense of school spirit.
The Freshmen actually become more
excited to attend their first year in
college. Do you want proof? Stand out
in front of T-Hall when the freshmen
return to the University after Camp.
Their loud cheering speaks for itself.
More school spirit is definitely a good
thing.
If the administration wants to
know if Freshman Camp has done
anything beneficial, why don't they
talk to the campers themselves. At least
98% will say they loved camp and will
recommend it to other incoming
Freshman. When I returned from
camp, it was all I could talk about.
Everyone I talked to wished they had
gone. It's hard to describe the feeling

l1 . ,ltlllfil!i.flf.&9ilfl1ili;iAll!11;ffi_,1······•·······································.·····.········ ,
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free speech. "I think high school students Liberites Union is taking the school district
shouldn't have those rights ... they need to to court. This case will be the first challenge
learn to think first," he said.
tothe1988Ha zelwoodDec ision, which gave
Where·•ctoes this madness stop? Isn't it schools ~tne ':rignt ' to censor student
obvious who is ignorant in this situation? publications , and it will be a. wonderful
Schiffhauer wanted to use his intellect and . embarrassm ent to the Lews1ton-P orter
creativity to bring real issues his class was school district.
facing out into the open. To be discussed. To
It is clear that these administrato rs are
bring about education. Instead, the pig- the ones who cannot handle responsibility.
headed blind fears of his school They have abused their ridiculous "right to
adminis;rati on have won.
censor." Feeble minds crazed by
And the people who are opposed to this Mappletho~p e controversy have decided to
work cannot even begin to say this mural is muffle the voice of a man who is expressing
obscene. It consists of a bunch of balloon concern over the issues that can be found in
figures accompanied by the "disturbing" any issue of Time magazine.
slogans. The most controversia l section
Quietly applaud Schifffhauer for his
consists of a skeleton sitting on a tree stump. creative, innovative method of getting his
Schiffhauer said it depicted the destruction classmates to think about life in the 90s. At
oftherainfor ests.Coppoc kandhiscom rades the same time realize that the potential for
were threatened by its powerful message this type of atrocity to happen on the UNH
and had it painted over.
campus is great. Remember that our
Some good will come of this situation. It collective voices as students can always
will promote thought. The New York Civil overpower what we consider to be
limitations to our freedom.

you get when you pass someone on
the way to class during the first week
of school and you know him or her.
Freshman Camp turns a huge,
intimidating campus into one's own
little, friendly world.
Does Camp really mean that
much to people? I was talking to one
COWlselor who said that the only reason
she was staying at this University was
because of the unforgettable time she
had at Camp I recently attended a
gourmet dinner here at UNH. My
girlfriend and I had the pleasure of
dining with threeelderlycouple s.One
of the ladies went to Freshman Camp
and said she met her best friends for
life and Camp. That has to say
something.
I'm not going to ignore the fact
that some obscene unnecessary events
occur at Camp. If they offended me, I
would complain about them and have
something done. I would not end
Freshman Camp or even decrease the
number of campers and counselors. I
would have the offensive parts taken
out or changed. I would not want to be
responsible for ending one of the oldest
organizations at the University. My
future as a Freshman Camp Counselor
is questionable. If I am allowed to come
back for a second year then I consider
myself lucky. If not, then I am among
the unfortunate. Have more advisors
at Camp, but don't change a great
thing.
I can hones ti y say that I speak for
thousands of people, present campers
and counselors and all alumni, when I
say that Freshman Camp is an
organization that needs to remain
active at this school - for the
University's sake. For many, Camp
was one of the best things they've ever
done. I ask Dean Sanborn to reconsider
his decision and leave Freshman Camp
the way it was.
Michael G. Brockney
Sophomore
Freshman Camp Counselor

Reporti ng
Criticis m
To the Editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to make a coupe
l of
comm en ts concerning Homecoming
and The New Hampshire's coverage
of it. I searched through last Friday's
edition and Tuesday's edition and
found practically nothing. There were

parade and bonfire. These events have
behappeningforqu iteawhileatUNH.
You guys missed a lot. There had to be
aleasttwothousan dpeopleliningthe
streets to watch the floats go by. Then
there was another thousand students
down in east-west park to hear what
the coach and captains of the football
team had to Say · They W ere not given
the cam pus wide recognition that they
deserved.
It's funny how the Portsmouth
HeraldandFoster's paperhadarticles,
but not our own school newspaper. I

thought it was the job of the New
Hampshire to cover major campus
happenings. If so you missed a big
one. This was one of the best
Homecomings UNH has ever had.
Now it is over and the people who
could not attend will have no idea as to
what took place. Those people who
live away for the university, and get
the New Hampshire won't have a clue
excep, that there was the usual
drinking. It's really too bad.
Sincerely,
Ronald Davis
Campus Activities Board
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What I did find on the front page of I--------- --------:- ----:"'."'" ".""-:---- ---,
Tuesday'spaperw asapictureofthree
LAURA A. DEAME. Editor-in-Chief
guys at the tailgating parties holding
beers. I thought, though tailgating was KIM HILLEY. Managing Editor
GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor
a fun aspect of Homecoming, this was JOHN DOHERTY. News Editor
APRIL T JACOBS. News Editor
highly inappropriate.
HEATHER GRANT. Sports Editor
D. ALAN KERR. Sports Editor
The New Hampshire had SEAN CARROLL. Arts Editor
DONNY EMERICK. Forum Editor
received a full schedule of all the
BENJAMIN FRAZIER. Photography Editor
Homecoming events. Also most of the MELISSA SHARPLES, Advertising Manager MELISSA INGLIS. Graphics Manager
PFO funded ads were placed in this EMILIA A. KELEMEN. Business Manager
MARIE GARLAND. Graphics Manager
paper. Why then were there no Advertising Auociates
Staff Reporters
Arts Staff Reporters
reporters or photographers at Julie Desautels
Bob Durling
J.W. Morss
BirgerDahl
Philip Fujawa
anything?! I think the New Hampshire Rebecca Gombert
Elizabeth Hildreth
News Reporters
Mathew Gross
owes the entire student body an Graphic Auistants
Kim Bower
Aris Reporters
apology for not being there. It is this Allison Brown
Frank Cushing
Cherene Alizio
Gina DiGregirio
Frank Cushing
campus that made Homecoming so Jon Radwan
Susan Reed
Stephanie Dueger
Vicki Fraze
successful. There were over two News Briefs Editor
Mike Hunt
Jeff Gendron
hundred people at Midnight Madness Jeff Bartlett
Gail Leach
Paul Never
Catherine Fahy
Ed Puffer
and the showing of the 'Naked Gun." Circulation Manager
Suzanne Lee
Kristine Grange
Winifred Walsh
There were another three hundred Assistant Circulation Managers
J.J. Horgan
Sports Reporters
stud en ts at the coffeehouse and finally Ed Sawyer
Steve Klett
Jon Burns
Robert Parsons
Eileen McEleny
Frank Cushing
at the magician hypnotist, over five Photographers
Doug Moon
Rob Henderson
hundred attended. I can't understand Don Carlson
Colleen Murphy
Douglas Poole
Ed Puffer
Chris York
why the New Hampshire neglected all Sharon Donovan
Mike Fish
Sarah Robinson
Production Auistant
of these activities. I personally asked Blaise T. Masse
Jason Scott
Mark Ewert
for someone to come up and take some Mike Pamham
Paula St. Louis
Marc Johnson
Don Taylor
Katelyn Randall
pictures at the magic/hypnotist show. Ed Sawyer
Cartoonists
Winifred Wolsh
On The Spot Editor
I thought I could trust this paper. I John Hirtle
Nancy Walters
Blaise T. Masse
Mike Heikkinen
guess I was wrong.
Pete Welburn
Typists
Chris
Petrillo
Chris
York
Bill
Bums
Now those were just the events
Tim Poisson
Copy Editors
Wendy Carlin
leading up to Homecoming weekend. Rick Sawyer
Jeff Bartlett
Holly Kimball
Maybe you thought they weren't too Environmental Page Editors
BirgerDahl
Michelle Page
Ellen
Harris
Bob
Durling
Matt
Ullrich
important. What I would like to know
Matt O'Connor
is why no one covered the traditional
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A Graduate Speaks Out
by Marc A. Mamigonian
Greetings.
Iknowthat,asagraduate,Iamsupposed worse than being t~eated like children is
to have better things to do than sit up nights deserving to be treated like children. Witness
with the latest copy of The New Hampshire .the,. "if you don't let us· drink we'll just go and
looking for points of contention. But I don't. I die and then you'll be sorry" tone of most of the
also no longer have a weekly column in which I responses. Way to show your maturity, folks!
may vent my spleen (if your spleen does not Why not try holding your breath until you turn
have vents, it should). Life is tough all over. blue? "This is not Russia, this is not China ... this
Anyway....
is America" cries one heir to Thomas Jefferson
So far it has been a good semester for in the September 28 letters. All right, dude!
what H.L. Mencken used to refer to as "the Democracy rules! Let's get hammered! Yahhh!
booboisie." I thought my knowledge of science
Oh yeah. "Rantings of a Dark Man."
was spotty until I read the October 9 forum This, like the evolution thing, raises the question
piece "'How Did We Get Here Anyway?" Now, of which is more offensive- the thing itself or
at least, I feel a little better. It would be tedious, the self-righteous response? The piece certainly
if amusing, to examine all of the contradictions is well-written - if the author is in junior high
contained in that piece. Perhaps the most basic school. Would it have been censorship for The
one is that the author decries evolution because New Hampshire not to have run it? No. It
she cannot see it happening but has no problem would have been editoria! judgement.
believing in an invisible God. Personally,, I Censorship is becoming this catch all term that
resolve the conflict by believing in both, but anyone with a grievance feels compelled to use,
faith works in strange ways.
like the greenhouse effect. Flunked your
Perhaps the most irritating aspect of the midtenn:s? Must be censorship. Can't get a
evolution controversy is the excuse it provides date? Must be censorship. Sox get swept? Must
for(caution-offensiveclicheapproaching)slide- be censorship. Fortunately, our bold leader,
rule toting science profs to inundate The New Mr.Nitzschke,steppedinandresolutelywalked
Hampshirewithgeeky,self-aggrandizingletters. both sides of the fence in the October 19 forum.
Let's just hope this doesn't lead to another round Let me get this right: on the one hand, you don't
of radon pieces in the forum page.
endorse censorship, but on the other hand you
Then there's this whole alcohol on don'tapproveofoffendingpeople. Pretty strong
campus thing. Of course, anything that irritates- meat, Dale. Way to take a stand.
thefratsisokaywithme, buttheadministration's _
So, until next time, or until I get a job,
condescending and fatherly attitude is bless you all.
Marc A. Mamigonian is a 1990
insufferable. However, the only thing that is graduate of UNH.

r--------------------------------------

STUDENT of the MONTH
Award
Nomination Form

Nominee Information:
Name:
Local Address:
Fr. So. Jr. Sr. (circle one)

Phone:

Major:

Nominator Information:
Name:
Local Address:

Phone:

How do you know the nominee?
Tell us WHY you think this person is
STUDENT of the MONTH
( use a seperate piece of paper)

David's Legacy
by Marcy L. Bryant
Your daddy was the black sheep of my class
When I knew him as a little girl
His thick, taped, black-frame glasses
Second-hand clothes and slicked back hair
Kids would tease him until he cried
Through his tears I knew he heard the talk
Even the teachers never bothered to ask why
Some turned away while others stood and watched.
I remember his mother as a bundle of anger
Walking down the dark corridors of my school
Her rapsy voice announcing her presence there
To defend her boys from what they were accused
Frustrated and trapped by a life they could not escape
Beer bottles, swears, and a run-down trailer home
David was born and grew into that pain
From innocence to anger he stood in a corner alone.
He brought you into the restaurant not long ago
And introduced me to his wife and you as his son
An overweight woman and a little boy in old clothes
And he slapped your face when you spilled your
coke.
Later I saw your little hand holding hers
Your cheeks bright red and eyes brimming with tears
A fight between your parents in the middle of town
But nothing had changed in all those years.

I
-

I

The storekeeper stopped at the register to watch
Yourmommy'sflailingarmsand David'sbitterwords
And the customers just stood there and talked
While the angry couple ignored you-their own
crying little boy.
I wanted to run and take you into my arms
And carry you to a place far away from them
To give you th e chance David never really had
Where the hurt and the tears couldn't touch you
again.
David's in trouble with the law right now
And he's doing time for the state I heard someone say
And I saw you one day when I walked into town
Still with eyes of innocence ... but for how long?
There isn't a day that passes me by
When I don't think of you crying there on the street
Always finding myself wondering why
No one chose to look at you and see.
Marcy L. Bryant is a senior majoring in history.

Know Any
Excellent
People?
The Student Life Council of the
Student Senate would like to recognize
those students who have excelled in hall
government, intramural sports,
homework. .. ANYTHING!!
Anyone can be nominated for this
award. The only criteria for the award is
that you must be a student.
Simply fill out this form and drop
off or send it to the Student Senate Office,
room 130 in the MUB. Each month, the
winner will be announced in The New
Hampshire along with their picture and
the reasons why they deserve this
disting~ished honor!

C
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HAUN TED

HO SE

SPRING
HORSEMA NSHIP
ANSC 402 (2 CREDITS)
PRIORITY SIGN-UP:
REGISTRATION:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30
5:00 PM
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31
4:30 PM

UNH HORSE CENTER
CLASSROOM
Beg-Int I Lecture 1-2:00 T
Beg MWF 9-10:00
MW 4:40-6:00
A Beg MWF 8-9:00
Int I MW 1-2:30
TR 11-12:30
TR 2:30-4:00

Saturday, October 27
6-9pm
To benefit New Hampshire Task Force
on Child Abuse and Neglect

Int II Lecture: 1-2: 00
Int II MW 11-12:30
TR 8-9:30
WF 3-4:30
Adv. TR 1-2:30

ALL STUDENTS ELIGIBLE TO RIDE
BEGINNER THROUGH ADVANCED
INSTRUCTION
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
1171/1174

would like to
show its

this marathon
season with
these live studio
broadcasts
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Dru gsto re Cow boy and Rive r's
B;Steven~:::r Edg e: Mov ies Abo ut Rea l Peo ple
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L

Arts Reporter
This column will seek to unearth some of the
hidden cinema gold that is buried beneath the dirt in your
video store. All of the films reviewed here are available at
either local video stores or (in the case of the more unusual
titles) at Atlantic Video in Portsmouth's Market Square.
People love to see the world through a veil of
cliches, taking complex, multifaceted dilemmas and reducing them to black and white, "clear
cut" problems and solutions. A perfect illustration of this pigeon holing tendancy
can be found in the US approach toward
the use of illegal drugs. Rather than trying
to understand the root causes of substance
use and abuse, or looking at such behavior
in the context of a society where hyperactiveconsumption has produced anation of
smoking, drinking, pill-popping hypochondriacs, we have instead a "war on
drugs," in which billions are allocated
toward the creation and maintenance of a
police state in which the constitutional
rights of privacy and due process are
waived in the name of making America
drug-free.
In such an atmosphere, we expect to be innundated with media propaganda emphasizing this approach and
damning the devilish drug dealers and
users, and we are not disappointed. From
the simpleminded "Just Say No" campaign, to such television shows as "Miami
Vice," we are shown what is considered
the proper method of dealing with these
depraved louts.
It is a rare find to come across
films which depict the lives of these
people-and yes, they are people-in
realistic and honest terms. Two such films
are Drugstore Cowboy and River's Edge.
Their merit lies not in a pro-drug stance,
but in that they refrain from looking at
their characters from a high horse. Drug
use simply exists as a single factor in the
complex lives of human beings who are
shown to have elements of both good and
bad in their lives.
Matt Dillon is the male lead of
Drugstore Cowboy, directed by G11s Van
Sant. He plays Bob Hughes, the veteran
leader of a gang of intravenous users who
obtain their dope through various cleverly
executed scams. He and his wife Diane,
played by Kelly Lynch (Roadhouse), and
another couple prey on pharmacies, taking legal dilaudid, cocaine, valium and
morphine among other items, drugs which
become illegal instantaneous!y as they fall
into the hands of the young thieves. In
Dillon's best performance and first truly
adult role, we observe a cunning and sensitive man who has rejected the maini:,tream world and who now seeks only his
next high, applying his intelligence to the
task of obtaining drugs, a task in which he
is ably assisted by his wife, who is even
more firmly enmeshed in the d rug life than he.
The film follows Dillon's efforts to get out of this
life after a series of unfortunate incidents which the superstitious Bob reads as an omen telling him to get out or d ie.
Van Sant's d irection is at once dreamily surreal and imbued with almost documentary realism. We share the
thoughts and feelings of Dillon's character, and we can
identify with him, despite his sordid existence. Particularly when he shoots up, as we drift with him blissfully
among half-understood images, we can understand, if not
accept the choices he has made. He recognizes that he is on
a destructive path. But it is a familiar path to pleasure on
which he is in charge, a veteran . As Bob says,"I guess way
a.own deep inside, I knew we couldn't win. We played a

game we couldn't win to the utmost."
James Remar, usually a criminal psychopath (as
in Warriors and 48 Hours), makes an unusual turn as a
police detective who keeps an eye on the movements of
Dillon's "crew". He is fully a ware of their tactics, but is
unable to catch them in the act. He realizes that Dillon is
not the usual junk dullard and encourages him to cleanup.
Despite the subject matter, the brutal events of
the film somehow do not weigh upon the viewer. Although they may be left feeling temporarily disconnected
and fatalistic the experience as a whole is somehow not
quite so grim, perhaps as a result of the sharing that goes
on between the audience and Dillon. He is facing his life
with an existential cynicism and fatality; he sees the events
of his life as karma, inescapable, irreversible.
Making a cameo appearance as Father Murphy,
a defrocked junkie priest is William Burroughs, well known
poet and novelist. He acts as the articulate spokesman for
this tiny minority. "Narcotics have been systematically
demonized ... the idea that anyone can use drugs and
escape a horrible fate is anathema to these idiots." He then
makes a salient prophecy, "I predict that in the near future
right wingers wi11 use drug hysteria as a pretext to setup an
international police apparatus."
Another such group of outcasts is on the River's
Edge , where teenagers must deal with the murder of a
friend at the hands of another of the group. One of the
bunch, a troubled youth named Samson, has strangled his
girlfriend on the bank of the river because, as he calmly
explains, she was giving him shit. The other kids of the
group receive the news with confusion, but cannot form a
consensus on what to do.
The initiative is seized by an aggressive
speed-freak played by Crispin Glover (Marty
McFly' s father in Back to the Future) and used in
an attempt to cement his domination of the
group. The general confusion and moral listlessness evidenced by the kids is both terrifying
and unfortunately realistic. They are MTV babies, metalheads who don't care about anything
but catching a buzz, hanging out and mouthing
phrases from TV shows at one another ("Its like
Starsky and Hutch, man," Glover tells them).

Keanu Reeves (Parenthood, Bill and Ted's
Excellent Adventure) plays a more sensitive
member of the group who has absorbed some of
the more basic moral sensibilities and who seems
todevelopacons cienceasaresult ofwhathehas
seen. He is disturbed by the sight of the dead
girl, but doesn't know what to do. He doesn't
want to rat Samson out, but the pathetic nude
body of his former friend bothers him terribly.
He tries to get help from actress Ione Skye.
But even when they speak try to speak of
the death, they lack the words to express and
therefore feel normal emotions. All they have
are vague terms that display a barren value
system. "I cried when that stupid guy on Dallas
died, you'd think I could cry for my friend,"
Skye tells Reeves.
There is a wide thread of black humor
running throughout the film, particularly in the
scenes involving Feck (Dennis Hopper), a one~
legged ex-biker burnout who gives joints to the
kids in exchange for their company. He claims
to have killed his last girlfriend as well, and now
loves his rubber sex doll. He and the murderous
Samson hit it off (unsurprisingly) and talk about
their respective girlfriends. Samson did it, he
now says, because it made him feel alive. His
eyes light up for the first time in the film as he
speaks of it. His life to him is so empty and
pointless that taking the life of another is the
only thing that can penetrate his numb consciousness and make him feel.
The surprising thing about these pictures is that they were made with good budgets
and plenty of well-known talent. Considering
the "Red Scare" atmosphere toward illegal drug
use in this country, one does not expect the
movie industry to be innovative or original on
the subject. One expects Reefer Madness remakes,
or the 1990's Crack Madness, with one dimensional images of gibbering, depraved crack dealers giving away their drugs for free and everyone drooling and becoming psychotic when they
do them. Drugstore Cowboy and River's Edge are
a thoughtful alternative to such low-brow fare.
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...But Why Dred ge Up The Past ?
By Mathew Gross
Arts Reporter
10,000 Maniacs
Hope Chest
Elektra Records
The thing about re-releasing old material is
that it has to be good, and it has to be interesting.
Otherwise it seems as if a band is merely cashing in
on their fame. The boys at Elektra seemed to have
forgotten that.
Hope chest is a re-release of the very earliest
and most rare of the 10,000 Maniacs' material. Digitally re-mastered, of course, what we get is the 1982
Human Conflict Number Five EP and the 1983 Secrets
of The I Ching LP. Both of these were recorded at the
state university in Fredonia, New York, and selfreleased by the band. But now anyone can get a
copy.
The first of the fourteen songs on Hope
Chest is ''Planned Obsolescence". Natalie mourns
religion on this one, while the listener suffers through
a cheesy organ line. Is this really necessary, Ms. Maniac? Those expecting the pop riffs of Blind Man's
Zoo will be sorely disappointed. This is a reminder
that the Maniacs were once a folk band, with artsynot political- lyrics. There's nothing wrong with
this. Indeed, on the 1985 Wishing Chair LP, the
Maniacs put forth some rare folk classics- "Lilydale",
"Cotton Alley", "Back o' the Moon."
The best songs on Hope Chest, however, are
simply earlier versions of the best of The Wishing
Chair. ''Tension (Makes A Tangle)" is my personal
favorite- but the version on Chest is weak-kneed in
comparison to the one on Chair. And the inner label
on this album is annoyingly pretentious. "Like the
Joad family fleeing Oklahoma, the 10,000 Maniacs
drove" out on their first tour. More like the bloody
Partridge family, if you ask me. The Maniacs claim
that these recordings are an integral part of their
history. True. But the 3,000 copies that existed before
Elektra decided to re-release were more than enough.
If you are excited about the Maniacs coming November 18, this is what you shall do: Secure a
copy of In My Tribe. If you like that, get Blind Man's
Zoo. If you're still hooked, record certain tracks off of
The Wishing Chair, for therein lies the Maniacs' real
beauty. Ignore this latest release as the waste of time
that it is, unworthy of the band that the 10,000
Maniacs have become.

10,000 Maniacs

Fish

By Joanne Marino . ·
Arts Reporter
An Emotional Fish
An Emotional Fish .

MCA
While An E~o~!pnaJFish neverresot1s fo imitating fello~ Irish
powerhouses U2 and theWat~bpys, their prem~ere_album is .certainly np.
stroke of blarney brilliance either:
·
>' ·:· .
·
..
· ·
Fresh out ofQublin, this four-member bi:lncioff~r~ a mixed.bag of .
juicy tidbits and downright sleepers. Flip-flopping between ~ultryballads .
of amore to c~ical, ofte:1JC1'.~nky, songs e>f iso lationisµ1,ArfEmotional Fish; .
while demonstrating ari occasiC)11al 'fl~sh ·of :originality;: :iargely Jails to ::
move even the most flighty oflisteners: ·
·
·
Lead singer Gerard \\.7-!t~lclf.1 pr9.yides a df ~tt11ctive-sometimes
delicious-texture to ~di sorig:;Jji,s voicealt~rn.ating between a scratchy ·.
declaration mld a soft, hqarse purr:'On "Colours",one of the stronger slow ,.
songs, Whelan's sweet. poeH~ pl~diJlgp:fanages ~o:fonjwe SOJll:~.eI11p~, .
thy. The lyrics are simpl~:y~tpgjgnant: /'-l(you~an say that youJove'me, .·
Say you love me/ All tl~e time. Star~ithme forever./ And I will try.'~
Here, too, you will find the onel:12 stand-out-a self-righteous, Bono-li~e. .
monologue on right and wrong, which Whelan, by keeping it unobtrusiv~,
actually pulls off.
.· ·
Yet the other slow cuts, namely "Julian" and "Blue", seem to be .·
too one-dimensional to hold their own. Both are repetitive and lack any
musical depth, and "Julian" especially sounds stagnant and flat. Too
often, you find yourself wondering, "ls this song almost over?" not due to
loathing, but due to fatigue.

..

However

OI),

.

.

..,,Cele.brate"/

An Emot(on~f fish,

·. ·...~f;i~:!.~i;: xar:~!~~;~ct~~:(:~t~~~t.tii~t:r;~~:'.:·
1

J>1urts Qut thoughts on 'heartaches ::arn:i,i.ns.anity: 1'See that's the trouble
. , with reality /It'~ t~en far too s~riqu~.1 y/ I do hope G?4.:is>good :tpgie /
· And Sa11ta Claus fotl\~ >chil9-rf;?n .. / J;e.1ebrcl.t~-.Thisj>.arly'~ Wfi<Jxn,

· .• iii~i~lli~llf!it!!~llllf!··

ated: "I'd sell tom~rrow,L~ceyirgi nia / To·c.hase y9u;tippy:::t.oed/ A
.dancielion thief / Or 'f:.~~9.u ld j~st rol! pt1r ~y~s a1,1d t~llspf::t,9~pgs th~L
would fool you."
· · · ·•· · ·.·.•. ·
> · · :··
<·
w

> ·

.·.

· . Ov~dopki.ng aJ~w Ja~klu.s ter,p~rfoplianc:,es, the bcmcl certai~y
<hast~~ po~~ntial for ~011:f~t~i~g greater )f Wh~lan can keep his squa,~kirig
to ·a minimum and bassist'Edna Wyatt.....::..stifl~ after only.a few:µ1ornents
of greatness on songs such as <:"Change;'....:..1s allowed to surface~ An
Emotional Fish maybe a great catch yet.
·
··
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No Depression For Uncle Tupelo
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
Uncle Tupelo
No Depression
Rockville Records

:j:~:f!:~:?!:~:\:~:!:!

Uncle
Tupelo

Uncle Tupelo's debut No Depression is another middle American rural
rock classic in the vein of Green On Red's
No Free Lunch and the Long Ryders' State
Of Our Union. Uncle Tupelo's hard no
nonsense approach has already earned
the band acclaim. In 1989, Uncle Tupelo
was voted best unsigned band in the
College Media Journal Reader's Poll.
Uncle Tupelo's enormous
sound for a trio brings other power trios
to mind like Cream, ZZ Top, and fIREHOSE. Jay Farrar is Mr. Versatile: he
sings and plays guitar, mandolin, banjo,
fiddle, harmonica "and anything else he
can get his hands on." Jay receives supportfromJeffTweedy(bass/vocals/guitar) and Mike Heidorn (drums/percussion).
Uncle Tupelo was formed to
escape the rust belt doldrums or "same
town blues" of Belleville, Illinois. As a
result of a New York appearance, Uncle
Tupelo signed with Rockville Records
and headed to Boston last February to
record No Depression at Fort Apache
studios.
No Depression leads off with
"Graveyard Shift," a sonic blast decrying economic injustice. The guitar slash
melts into a pool of fuzz mid way through
for a few beats before the band kicks
back up to finish the song off. "Before I
Break", "Factory Belt", and· "Outdone"
have the same over-the-top feel. On the
other hand, the title cut comes across like
a Woody Guthrie number with its gospel vocals and homespun melody.
No Depression follows in the
footsteps of Jackson Browne's Hold Out
as a statement of purpose for those swallowed up by these shallow, disillusioning times. "Flatness," a sequel of sorts to
Talking Heads' "Big Country," decribes
the physical and psychological blandness of the mid western landscape. "So
Called Friend" tells a story of personal
betrayal. But there is escape for both the
band and the listener by the "Screen
Door" where "nothin' is wrong/ Sometimes friends come around/ They all
sing along."

Looking for the Right Major?

'Upcoming 'Events .....
Slaughterhouse Five
Tuesday, Oct. 30
7:00 pm- PCAC 218

Universtiy Art Galleries
1990 Faculty Review
Oct. 31- Dec. 16

Children's Theater
"A Tree With Arms"
9:30 & 11 :00 am
Johnson Theater, PCAC

Are you interested in
helping people with disabilities
enhance their quality of life?
Could you see yourself introducing
a person who is physically challenged
to tennis, or skiing, or scuba?
If you are interested in the health care or
human service field and
believe in the importance of leisure,
come talk with us about

THERAPEUTIC RECREATION
Stipends available for non-traditiona~
handicapped & minority students.
For Further Information call Lou Powell or Janet Sable at
862-2391 or stop by theLMT Office at 202 Hewitt Hall.
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If you would
like to place a
personal stop
by Rm.1108,
MUB
862-1323

Are you looking for sotne
great success stories?
Well, if you are, come join us
Sunday, October 28, at 7 :00pm
Murkland Hall
Alpha Xi Delta is bringingRuth Griffan, Jeanne
Shaheen, Katie Wheeler, and Mandy Merrill
to our UNH campus!
These successful women are presently se~king state
congressional positions.

...

U.S.
GOVERNMENT

MUB 9:30am - 3:00pm
October 29 - November 1

SURPLUS

Don't miss an opportunity tb meet and
hear success at its best!

$15 Special!

WILD
CATZ

_Afg han
Sox

SOX 9 99
HATS 8.99

OPEN

Thurs., Fri., Sat. 12-5
or call (603)942-5378
Rte. 4, Northwood Ridge, NH
10 miles West of the Lee Rotary

32

Sweats, Fanny Packs, Shirts, Polo Shirts, Pants
COMING SOON: Wildcatz
Sno Board Team/Club
Located behind Benjamin's

1/2 OFF

Sin~le
Pc. Bikinis

<

.

f\tf •

\\\\l\\t~.,o:

Your Newest
Neighborhood Resource tor:
•
Faxing . Pocking . Shipping
Moll Receiving • Coples • Western Union

13 Jenkins Court
868-2482

Money OJders • Tetex • Office Supplies · Nototy

&uslne,. Cards/ Stationery • Stamps · Key Duplicating

Hours: l 0am-6pm;
Closed Sunday

Reg $24-$40

\

½2 pnce
.

men's shorts, swim
suits Reg $24-$30
Now $12-$15

Now $12-$20

POSSP?"~;~~~•:,,~:=~~,'::~,!smorell
MAlL BOXES ETC.

990 Lafayette Rd. Portsmouth, NH 431-2117
Hou rs: M-F 10-8 Sat. 10-6 Sun. 12-5

.The
--.--iDyn
.--.--...
.
---.•
asty II
Shop Early For Best Selection. Sorry NO Layaways.

'NEW STUDENT RECORD
is not availab le at this time. Please
check VideoTex at the end of
Novemb er for a date when you may
begin picking up the Record.

Chinese Restaur ant
rhe ~

Dynasty Chine
-Restaurant
Mill Rd. Pl

~

.

1)
■ SPINELLI

. .-

~

NEW BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
$4.95
$6.95

Ci ,Cl ,Cl ,Cl )
FREE DELIVERY
for orders to go!
(in the Durham area)

5:00pm. to restaurant closing time. Sunday through
Saturday for orders of $10.00 or more.

Call
868-1200

■

■

■

■ 20 THIRD STREET DOVER TEL. 749-4123
Sat. & Sun. 12:35, 2: 10,
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'Wa{t 'Disney s

Jungle Book
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Duck Tales
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Flatliner s

I

I

Mat. sat & sun . 12:30, 2:30

I

Gremlins II

■

■

Eves 6:40, 9:00
Eves 7:25, 9:25
Mat. sat. & Sun. 4:00 Mat. Sat. & sun. 5:15

David Lynch's
11>
::XJ :::;m WILD AT HEART
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Eves. 6: 15, 9: 10; Mat. Sat. & Sun . 4:30
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NEW HOURS:
Sunday: NOON-10:30pm,
Monday-Thursday: 11:30am-10:30pm
Friday & Saturday 11:30am-11:30pm

COMPANIES CINEMAS

.sc:S TRAN D 1-2-3

Saturday 11 :30-2:30, Sunday Noon-2:30
Monday & Tuesday 5pm-8pm

TM

827 Central Ave. (entrance to Shop & Save Plaza)
Dover, NH 03824
743-4947 FAX: 743-5843

Due to product ion delays, the

A PlaceTo Discover.·

~

(Women's)
100% Wool Pants & Wool Shirts

graphic

Snowboards, Skateboards, Surfboards, Wet Suits,
Jackets, Fashions by Vision SportswearJimmy "Z"-Sideout & More

All our bright, colorful
designs are woven in
Afghanistan .. .leather
soles with thick, warm
sox to keep your toes
snug on those chilly
winter nights. Find
your favorites today ... before you begin
to get cold feet!

GWVES 7.99

US Marine Overcoats
•
100%Wool •

Funny
About Love
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Kampus Kom1x

by Rick Sawyer
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by Mike Peters

MISTER BOFFO
by Joe Martin
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CLASSI FIED Al IS
'80 Toyota Corolla, good
condition, new exhaust system,
starter, and tires, 127k miles, asking $1,000, Dani 862-3698 or 6429976.
1979 Mazda GLC blue
hatchback, 70,000 miles, good
running condition. Selling quick.
$500 or best offer. Rick: 862-2458,
659-8030.
Fun, fast and Economical '79
Rabbit, good in snow, GTI suspension, new exhaust, tires and
other parts, stereo. $1,200/bo 7490377.
1983 Peuguet 505 sedan,
sunroof + stereo. $l,800, '85,000
miles - call 436-1283 & ask for Bill.
Rabbits - Mini lop Bunnies
& others $10 each. Many colors to
chose from. Northwood 942-5378.

Happy Birthday Laura
Deame - I've fallen in love and I
can't get up. Rhus Radicans: Poet,
Patriot
Jason- My teddy bear may
miss me, and my bed may be gathering dust, but I'm having fun1'm really glad I met you. Here's to
two weeks and maybe more. P.S.
You still owe me dinner. Sue
Hey SEA, only two weeks
left until weareNewYorkbound!!!
I can't wait. We are all going to
have a great time!!! Bill
Ian Raum-where have you
beenallmylife? I'vemissedhanging out with you lately... LS
.... hello Blaise and Pat....
want to have a roomie family dinner on Sunday? Oust the 4 of us,
and Donnietoo .... makes 5 no roni' s
allowed). WE LOVE YOU! Hugs+
kisses+ flowered couched on the
porch, Lori and Liz ....

Inexpensive pickup, 1979
GMC, 120k, standard, very little
rust, cap, excellent tires, always
Looks like scruff-n-spleef is
starts. Must sell, leaving town.
$500 or best offer. 659-5472 pm or getting the big shaft-a-roomie ...
ext 1950 UNH days.
·
Hey Lea! I'm so happy your
my little sis. Get psyched for this
weekend. Love Kerry.

CAMPUS REP WANTED:
Campus Rep to run ski and spring
break trips for free travel or commission. Call 1-413-533-1600 Collect.

HOUSING

®r

Dover, 3 large rooms, bedroom upstairs, carpeted, 2 walkin closets $350 plus utilities, pets
negotiable. Call 742-5919 lateevenings.

and AOT, Kristen
Has anyone ever seen a
Golden Butt? If you see one while
your Pickin' Butt this Saturday,
grab it and redeem it for a cool
prize! Sweatshirt, $15 cert. to Benjamins, Pair hockey tickets etc. etc.
"The Great Durham Butt Pick"
Saturday 10:00 am, T-hall lawn
(rubber gloves provided)

r

I-Shirts
~

""

·

Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH
431-4355

Screen printing
and
Embroidery

Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc.

Artist on Staff
f....................

Susan,
When I first met you, I
was captivated but I never knew
what to expect. Three years later, I
realize that you are everything I
ever needed in my life and so much
more. The satisfaction and happiness that I find each day has come
from that one person who know
me better than I do. The time has
come to no longer spend our P.ights
and days apart; we can face the
world much better arm in arm,
heart within heart. In the same
way that a sunset will fingerpaint
the sky, so is the intensity and
brightness of what we have shared
and what will be. Will you marry
me?
P.S. look in the top left
drawer.

,:mm:mBhfiween,:::m::mm

Hello Lizzie, you're beautiCozy 2 bedroom apartment ful - love the stoner
in country setting, in Lee, NH. Oil
& Wood heat. $450 a month plus
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY
electric & phone. Good parking, 4 RAE! LOVE THE FALL '90 SIGMA
miles from Durham. Call 659-5051. IOTA SIGMA PLEDGES

Dear Sally - That night was
great. But I guess we are being
true to our character. call me. Love
-Harry
Kerri,
I'm so happy you're my
little sister. Get psyched for many
fun times ahead at KAPP A
DELTA! Love and AOT, Erin
To my little sister Kathy! Get
PSYCHED for KAPPA DELTA
because this is only the beginning!
Love&AOT,
Your
Big Sister, KIM
Tracy, get psyched for a year
of fun. You are a great little sister.
Love & AOT, Michele

Thanks Sigma Nu! We had
oodles of noodles of fun! love
Sigma Iota Sigma

Housemate needed in
PortsmouthasofNovember. Huge
bedroom, huge house. Place has
character. Even a garage. Come
Jill- Thanks so much for the
eat pancakes and omelettes for hay ride! You' re the best lil' sister!
only $315 / mo. 436-1643. Right on Love you, Your big sis!
Karivan stop.

Hey Walter, I'm glad things
are working out. Thanks for Sunday, sorry. I Love You, Forever
and more. -Me-

== .. ====l.==== .. == .......................)
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Take one guess how many
pounds of Butts can be found on
the grounds of UNH in a given 2
hour period? 10 lbs? 30 lbs? 150
lbs? Come to the Great Durham
Butt Pick this saturday at 10:00am.
If you guess correctly, you'll win
big! (rubber gloves provided)
$10.00 an hour for pickin'
butts? That's right, the top 5 Butt
Pickers at The Great Durham Butt
Pick (Saturday, 10:00am, T-Hall)
receive a cash prize of $20 ... that's
good money for pickin' butt!
(rubber gloves provided)
Jess Hadfield!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Sorry we won't be here to celebrate with you - Love you lots
J,B,D,H,&T.C.
JESS HADFIELD!
H AP PY
BIRTHDAY!!! FROM THE
EASTER IGUANA.

KAPPA DELTA - OOmpa I
and OOmpa II UNITE! The tradition continues ...
Love,
theOOMPS!
Kate McNeill, I am so excited you're my Big Sis! Kappa
Delta is the best. Your Lil Sis Cathy
Steve & Chis want to share
their love & happiness with a baby
( infant-6 mos.). If you're considering adoption, please call collect:
802-235-2313

Spring BreakTripfor$1. Tau
Beta Pi Raffle -drawing Nov. 3 call
743-0906 for tickets.
UNH Ski Club - midsemester meeting November 1 7-9
MUB Balcony. Trip + member
sign-ups. Bring$!
Fresh Powder at Park City,
Utah. Sun in Bahamas and Barbados. SPRING BREAK '91. UNH
SKI CLUB. Call us 862-1013
SkiJacksonHole, Wyoming
with the UNH Ski Club, Jan 14-21.
$725. Deposit due before Nov.
15th. Call 862-1013.
Yo Carrie,
We' re so PSYCHED you
work with us! Sorry for the PAIN
we have caused you. You' re totally AWESOME- we're gonna
have a GREAT semester!
Love ya THIS much, E.L.
and L.M.
AFRAID THAT YOU MAY
BE COMPROMISING YOUR
VALUE SYSTEM IN ORDER TO
FIT IN? CALL COOL-AID
862-2293
KAPPA DELTA AND
SIGMA PHI EPSILON WANT TO
INVITE YOU TO AN INFORMATIVE RISK MGMT SEMINAR
WITH SPEAKERS JUDGE MITCH
CRANE AND KATHLEEN GILDEA-DINZI O. OCT. 28 7PM
GRANITE STATE ROOM MUB

Happy Birthday,

Miss Swiss ...
Cheers!

:t

Love, Telly

Happy 21st,
Julesl
We Jbve you &
"We'd rather be in
Negri/ tool"
Love,
Brigid, Buffi, Michele, Dawn,
Heather, Jess, & T.C.
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LEARN ABOUT HOST
LIABILITY AT ARISKMANAGEMENTSEMINAR7PM GRANITE
STATE ROOM OCT. 28 FREE
FOOD, FREE ADMISSION
Torn, Arny, Linda, Jen, and
Mirae,
My midterms are over!
Thanks for putting up with me.
I LOVE YOU GUYS
Catherine
TO WHOEVER STOLE MY
PURSE from my car parked in
front of the New England Center
Sunday night. You are a slime. I
hope you had fun spending the
$4.00 in change. I hope it was worth
the aggravation you put me
through. If you have any conscience at all you'll return my purse
to the UAC main desk. Keep the
change, No questions asked.
THINK ABOUT IT!!!
Kelldog--just watch those
NOSEcornmentsOKEY-DOKEY?
You're gonna get me in trouble if
you're not careful, as if you care,
heartless WENCH!

SPRING BREAK 1991 Individual or Student Organization needed to promote Spring
Break Trips earn money, free trips
& valuable work experience.
CALL NOW!!! Inter Campus Programs: 1-800-327-6013.
To that cute Shuttle Driver
that listens to some very wierd
music ... You're great, and we like
your style! The Chickeetas.

Dearest Honeybunny,
I do love you and I know
you love me. Let's make it work, I
think it's worth it. A little less
doubt wouldn't hurt but I understand. I'll try to let you know. I
want you to love me and I want
you to remember I want you.
Your Weeble-Wobble
Hey Man, is that Freedom
Rock?

Hey Liz Michaels ...You are
one in a million! How's it goin'
ova in Dova? Love, me.
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Gail- I'd love to run my fingers through your hair .. .. if you
hadn't cut it all off !
If wishes were horses ...
Rebecca Rule is a swell
teacher ... Quacky will never die ...
We will pound you into the
filth and muck, Student Senate
butt-lickers! We will treat you like
the pathetic slugs you aspire to be!

Laura Deame is 22 today,
but who cares?
April turned 22 in February, but who cares?
Welcome back Kim Armstrong, thanks for letting us know
where you've been for the last two
months. Tackle is the key word.
Hey Kim, who should we
kill next ? It will be fun, I can tell

STRAFFORD PLACE

To: WHOEVER put in that
stupid personal about KBR: My
Mother put it on the damned refrigerator-- I hope you're satisfied!
Hi Jodles! I miss seein' ya,
and I'm sorry that we don't hang
all that often. Just remember,
"No thin' left to do but smile, smile,
smile!" Love always, me.

Studio Rooms and Suites. All rooms with kitchenettes.
A few Apartments still available.
Call 868-2192 for information, Monday - Friday 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm

Happy 22nd Birthday
OG O
0:
0
"GG

l?J

G .. G

~aura I··
·•goeame 0G

!Ryn 9\[fikJ,d,

you wi[d

woman!!

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824
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SPRING BREAK IN
FLORIDA
FOR JUST $1.00?

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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have been invited

Why not! All you have to do is purchase a raffle ticket from Tau Beta Pi, the Engineering Honor Society.
hetween now and Novemher 2nd. You will then he eligihlc to win these fahulous prizes:

TO ATTEND A QUESTION-ANSWER
.. SESSION AT THE UNIVERSITY

Grand Prize:
Five sun and fun filled days and night-.. in Orlando. Florida during Spring Break. Includes lodging and
airfare.

Other Great Prizes:
•

•

A one semester Student Memhership at the Works Athletic Cluh
A$ l()(l.00 gift certificate at the Durham Book Exchange

•

Ski passes 10 Sunday River

•

Ski rental (cross country or alpine) for two for two days at Deke\ Sport Center
A ski tune up at the Ski Shed

•
•

A massage from Mas~age for Health

•

A hot tub rental from the Tuh Shop in Portsmouth

•

•

A $25 gift certificate from the Weathervane Restaurant
A $25 gift certificate for Barnes and Nohle Book Store

•

Two movie passes 10 Cinema 1-2-3-4 in Portsmouth

•

EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO ASK
PLUS THEIR PLANS FOR THE
FUTURE OF N.H. AND UNH

And much. much more!

Tickets are$ 1.00 apiece. or six for $5.00. The drawing will be held on
Saturday. November 3rd. during halftime of the football game.
Contact the following Tau Beta Pi officers via their department

Bring Your Questions!

mailboxes in Kingshury:
Mechanical Engineering

Ch·il Engineering

Chemical F:ngineering

Electrical Engineering

Teresa Gallagher

Steve Sawyer

Darlene Pike

Steve Goodridge

Jennifer Byron

Ed Truesdale

Ben Badger

or call 743-0906.

Sponsored by: Political Science Club &
Students for Choice

•
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In the
bleachers...
with D. Allen
Forget what you've read
in the papers - the heroes of last
week's 59-7 romp over
Northeastern were not Matt
Griffin or Mike Gallagher, but
some guys named Mark Powicki,
Bill Moore, Matt O'Neill, Mark
Schneible and Chris Porter. These
are the players who make up
UNH's awesome offensive line,
the guys who gave Matt Griffin all
the time he needed to complete 21
of 25 passes for a career-best 377 ·
yards and 3 touchdowns. They' re
the ones who punched the holes
that enabled Gallagher, Barry
Bourassa, Kyle Cripps and Greg
Lewis to rush for touchdowns.
They've allowed their quarterback
to be sacked only four times all
season, but they never get any
recognition.
Maybe it's time they do.

ANKEE
. , FORECAS
THIS WEEKEND'S PREDICTIONS
UCONN OVER RICHMOND
UNH OVER BOSTON UNIVERSITY
DELAWARE OVER MAINE
HOLY CROSS OVER LAFAYETTE
UMASS OVER NORTHEASTERN
W. VIRGINIA OVER BOSTON COLLEGE
CORNELL OVER BROWN
EDITOR'S NOTE: Each week that this column
misses more than one prediction, we will donate
$200 to the UNH Athletic fund.

The UNH field hockey
team lost at Springfield College
yesterday in a rain-soaked game, ·
but you can't blame the defense.
It is with a great deal of
The Wildcats, anchored by goalie
Stacey Gaudette, surrendered just pride that I can boast that the
one goal to Springfield, but World Series turned out just as I
couldn't get it going offensively, predicted - a four-game sweep
losing 1-0. Gaudette has a goals- of the Oakland A's by the
against average of under one score Cincinnati Reds. I also predicted
a ame.

''remarkable ... movi ng
to audiences of any
persuasion."
Janet Maslin,
NEW YORK TIMES

"moody, frightening,
savagely funny. a
great film."

"a daring, bracing
movie."

David Edelstein
NEW YORK POST

David Ansen
NEWSWEEK

"one of the freshest,
most exciting first
features to appear in a
very long time."
•

"an impressively assured
feature debut."
J. Haberman
PREMIER MAGAZINE

David Kher
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

ANEW FILt\fsYjANE CAMPION

$1 Students

Sunday, October 28
Strafford Room, MUB
7 & 9:30 pm

• • • • •

$2 Non-Students·

. -
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Hock ey East
pred ectio ns
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Staff Reporter

They all want to be at Boston
Garden in March for Hockey Fest
'91. That is when the four first
round playoff survivors from
HockeyEast,alongwith theECAC,
will crown their champions.
Almost everyone agrees the
top four teams from Hockey East
should be defending champs
Boston College, Bo!-ton after the
league changed its playoff format.
All 8 teams will qualify for playoff action but the best of three series
has been dropped in favor of single
elimination.
Horne ice will be even more
crucial in the first round. If this
format was in place last year, UNH
would have been eliminated in the
first round by Providence.
Here's the word on what will
happen, or at least how your
faithful correspondent sees it.
Teams are listed in predicted order
of finish. BU holds the number one
spotinthecountry.The yhavegreat
talent at every position.and they
have Mr. Clutch, sophomore and
pre-season All-Hockey East
selection Tony Amonte.
Amonte led the Terriers with
58 points in his freshman season.
The clutch part comes in with his
nine game winning goals.
Sophomore goalie Scott
Cashman and classmate Peter
Ahola join Amonte in being voted
to the HE all-rookie team last year.
If that isn't enough, Bu also has
junior Shawn McEachern who
made the HE second team last year
with 56 points.
BU coach Jack Parker isn't too
fond of all the preseason number
one rankings. He, like many
coaches in his situation before feels
his team doesn't need the added
pressure. Sorry Jack, but at least
for the regular season title you're
going to have to feel the immense
pressure of my endorsement too.
Takethat.
The most dangerous line in
Hockey East anct probably all of
college hockey is still around too.
Boston College's HEM line of Steve
Heinze, David Emma, and Marty
Mcinnis combined for 89 goals last
season.
Pre-season All-Hockey East
goalie Scott LaGrand will be in the
net for B.C. The Eagles return 8 of
their top 10 scorers. Their only
major loss was All-American
defenseman Greg Brown who
skipped his senior year to turn pro.
Of course, B.C. coach Len Ceglarski
has a replacement in mind.
"We have freshman Mike
Spalla (5'8", 170 lbs.) who may be
our best puckhandler," said
Ceglarski. "He's small, but he's a
strong little sucker, I think he'll
pick up where Brownie left off."
It's not as if Brown's departure
made the B.C. defense weak, but if
Spalla is that good the Eagles may
well defend their Hockey East title.
The 'Cats are ready to move
into the top thr~ and avoiding the
injury bug can make it happen.
Senior Chris Winnes is as
talented an offensive player as there

is in the league. He was team MVP
his freshman year, but has been
injury-riddled ever since. If he is
healthy most of the year, he should
put up big numbers for UNH.
Look for Savo Mitrovic and
Scott Morrow to both have a big
season. Mitrovic will work harder
than any 10 goal-scorer in the
league and Morrow is capable of
stopping the opposition's best
scorer (ask Rick Bennett about the
playoffs last year) and score a lot
of goals.
These guys could be the
scoring leaders, but goals will be
spread out among Joe Flanagan,
co-captain Riel Bellegarde, and
Domenic Amodeo to name a few.
Pat Morrison has proven in the
past he can play as well as any
goalie in Hockey East and should
be determined to have a good
senior year.
Most importantly, the UNH
team and interim head coach Dick
Umile want to win badly. "Coach
Umile comes in every day totally
dedicated to winning," said
Bellegarde. "Wewantjustasmuch
to give it back."
The University of Maine is
loaded on offense. The Black Bears
return their top 7 scorers. Leading
thewayaresophomores Jean-Yves
Roy (39 goals and 26 assists for 65
points) and Jim Montgomery (2634-60).
In goal Maine lost their great
duo of Scott King and Matt
DelGuidice, but they aren't
expected to miss a beat with the
addition of freshman Mike
Dunham.
Depth on defense could be a
question mark. Second team AllAmerican Keith Carney (3-41-44)
is back along with senior Brian
Straub. Beyond those two will be
talented, but inexperienced
players. This weakness,combined
with a freshman goalie who may
need time to adjust, and who has
no experienced back-up, spells a
fourth place finish for UMO.
Northeastern lost their top
scorer in Harry Mews and another
of their best players in Andy May.
They still have AU-Hockey East
defensemen Rob Cowie and a
decent goalie tandem of Tom Cole
and Scott Hopkins.
Coach Don McKenney is high
on sophomore Dino Grossi. ''He's
a big right wing (6',190 lbs.) who
looks like he's going to score some
goals."
Northeastern will need
someone like Grossi to surprise
HE with a big year. Experience
and Cowie put them above the
remaining teams but they are a
significant drop from the top four
for now.
If losing 11 players wasn't
enough, Providence is going to
have to live without their top
scorer of last year indefinitely.
Mike Boback (13-29-42) is out with
a spur in his backbone, according
to head coach Mike McShane.
The Friars still have Rob
Gaudreau (38 points), Lyle
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Liz Brickley
leads field
hockey, lax
By Jennifer Merrifield
Sports Staff Reporter
It's a cool autumn day, the
sky is filled with dark clouds, and
sprinkles of rain fall on an intent ·
crowd. At the visiting team's
bench, the coach is giving her field
hockey team a few · last minute
tips. She's probably saying
something like, 11 Remember,
watch out for Liz Brickley. She's a
big scoring threat."
At this point, one might
expect a team member to pipe in
with the question: "Who is Liz
Brickley?
But not this season.
Tied with teammate Kim
Zifcak for the lead in scoring,
Brickley has a team-high 10 goals
to go with 1 assist for a total.of 11
points. With numbers like these,
it's not surprising that opposing
teams are looking out for her.
"Other teams know about
Liz," said coach Lauren Fuchs.
"She always fi nd s a way to get to · ~eniorLii Briclde:fhas~een tltfkjgg#.~'£or'thern~m field hockey
the ball a nd uses every team this season. Sltel~ads the te~m goals' ~cored and has 35 career
opportunitytoscore.Sh e'sale~der pc:>.ints. (photo by)\-iike P~mhairi) ,/•'
on the field by her actions and will
work hard to get the ball to the ·
athlete. In her junior year slw also like the team to make itto the
wa~
named •· a second team All'.".' first round of the national
open perspn.,,
..
. ,.
.B.1:kkley, a senfoisociplogy Amerkaninfieldho~k eyandno\¥ . : tdtirnament>
': .. .
major, began playing field hockey has a career total of 31 goals and 4
The team was ranked 15th in
in the seventh grade on thec1dv.ife assists. In lacrosse la~t season, Liz .the !lation bef<>re losing its. last
of her coach at the thrie. Initially made first team All-Arri;rica and two games, lowering 'Cats' record
recruited by UNH for lacrosse, led UNH with 41 goals and 2! to 9-5-3.
. . the,lJ):riv~rsitysoot1l~~rnecioJ.her assists, adding to.a caree.r totalpf
"Being a par.t pf . New
abHities h(li~la hockey and 124 points.
· · Harripshire..fjeld hockey is a very
recruited hedor botl:tsports. Many
I feel that I'm playing well/' special thin:g," said Brickley. 'No
., qµ~ntt~s : ~~tf~<Me/fiZ'JwPNff:,. · 5"~9 :~P.S~~yre.c~rJly · tJ'hif>y~4r . matter ,hp~,j~l<i·y9p> get :oi;Jw:\.'f.:
·theJ~m's a~Htude}th~ c9ach~, attd 'fast ' )7eaif.y~l~~I'p~{l\tJ 9t longyou've'::peen,w1th .tl}e)e~,:
th~.~ttn~<::tive can:tput'Jhe
of al,out foam play/' . ·. } (\ •/f'. ifs}till a
the university,
the)ixcellent '.: ·. F9r Jhe rest rif<tij:f '. ~§.asoi\ . . :~ith a:.p<:>sitiye citt~tug~'.' ~rid
athl~dc program. · .:.· ·
.
Brickley want~ ..to m~lllt~it) h~i· ~iigpthe>pe~forthefotu~;Jhe_fe's ·
. ijrkkle.y ha.~·~S~lled pere as . poise and aggre~siyenes~,:h~hHrig' ·' no / doubt . . the .•. slln <wm : break <
team.J1r any way~: ?TT~:
.>thw.ugh on'that rahiy.auturnfrdaf{
11
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Wildgoose (35) and Mario Aube
(29) up front. The defense was
decimated by graduation as was
the goalkeeping staff as Providence
lost both of their top two
netminders.
McShane feels he has a strong
freshman class that he will have to
be patient with. ''The key will be
our young enthusiasm and senior
leadership," he said. Look for a
slow start from PC, to be followed
with a strong finish as the freshmen
improve.
Lowell goalie Mark Richards
lost a game at UNH last year by a
score of 9-4. He played a strong
game and simply had no support.
There shouldn't be much change
this year. Lowell will lie down for
no one and may be especially
motivated to win in coach Bill
Riley's final season.
The leading returner is senior
captain Brendan Flynn (10-13-23).
The Chiefs have always played
hard and will most likely have one
or two major upsets but hey do not
have the talent to finish any higher
than seventh.
Merrimack College head
coach Ron Anderson says his team
will improve and gain experience
this year. Unfortunately for the
Warriors, he says, it may not show
in the standings. He's probably
right. ·

wo1IW

Men's Hockey
continued from p. 32
Lassonde works with the goalies.
Abel is skilled and slightly more
experienced, but Levy may have
the best reflexes of all three of the
UNH goalies.
Freshmen will not be
depended on as heavily this
season. It is likely that two or three
of the rookies will emerge as
important figures. Forward Bob
Donovan has tremendous speed
and plays with fire and flair in the
Savo Mitrovic mold. Defenseman
Scott Malone will need time to
convert from playing forward in
high school. Jason Dexter, Bob
Chebator, and Glen Stewart all will
compete for time up front along
with senior Matt Trenovich.
So wh~re does all this leave
UNH? Umile figures pretty close
to the top. "Our team goal is to
compete for the first and second
spot (in Hockey East). First place
is a realistic goal," he said.
''They had a lot of success last

year without much recognition,"
said BU coachJackParker. ''They'll
be dying to get that recognition
this year."
Bellegarde confirmed that
statement. "We're out to prove
something," he said. "We finally
have a team that can compete for
the NCAA tournament. The final
four is our ultimate goal. We firmly
believe we can do it."
UNH opens their season
tonight in Burlington, against the
University of Vermont in what has
been a long standing rivalry.
Strange things tend to happen
when these two teams meet.
Vermont is corning off a difficult
year, but have all top ten scorers
and goalie Mike Millham back.
"It'll be a real bamburner," Umile
said. Vermont's fanatic followers
will be getting their first glimpse
at a renovated Gutterson Field
House. Face off is at 7:30.
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By Glenn Sabalewski

Sports Staff Reporter
When we last saw the UNH
hockey team they had nearly
pulled off a major upset at Boston
College in the Hockey East semifinals. Instead, their season ended
with a 5-4 overtime loss to the
eventual league champions in
frontofl,500+ fans who made the
trip from New Hampshire.
UNH's final record stood at
17-17-5, their best season since
Hockey East formed in 1984.
The Wildcats didn't suffer
large graduation losses and are
definitely primed to top last year's
accomplishmen ts. Just don't
compare them with last year's
club.
"We have totally forgotten
last year," said senior co-captain
Riel Bellegarde. "We have a new
team and a new attitude. We're
going to win a lot of games. We
aren't cocky, but we have
confidence in ourselves and our
coaching staff."
The Wildcats have a new
outlook on things, but fortunately
a lot of the same faces. This
includes their top three scorers
and eight of the top ten from last
season. The team also returns five
of the six top defensemen and
senior Pat Morrison the 1988-89
team MVP in goal.
Savo Mitrovic exploded last
season as a sophomore with 30

goals and 21 assists for 51 points.
This was the most goals by a UKrH
player since Bob Gould had31 and
Ralph Cox 42 in 1978-79. Domenic
Amodeo, who was second in line
with 19-26-45 numbers, will miss
the beginning of the season with a
shoulder injury.
UNH is not a team of stars
despite these impressive totals~
Overall depth is the key catchphrase. After Mitrovic and
Amodeo, UNH returns six more
players who had between 20 and
36 point totals.
Junior Joe Flanagan, a right
wing/ center had 12-24-36 scoring
totals and ho Ids the team freshman
goal record with23.Heiscurr ently
the team's third line right wing.
Thatisoneexam pleofthedepthof
the Wildcat squad. Flanagan will
be Joined by senior Bruce
MacDonald on the left wing and
classmate Mark McGinn at center.
Senior Chris Winnes and
junior left wing Scott Morrow are
probably the team's two most
talented players. They both missed
significant portions of the last two
seasons because of injuries. Interim
Coach Dick Umile will use both a
great deal on the power play with
Winnes playing the point.
Winnes, who was feared to
have broken an ankle in last
Saturday's exhibition game, is
okay and will play in the opener at

Vermont tonight. He will center
the top UNH_line with Bellegarde
(12-20-32) on left wing and
sophomore Greg Klym (8-25-33)
- on the right side.
Morrow will be paired with
Mitrovic on right wing and the
5'8", hard-checking sophomore
Kevin Thomson (called "the
ignitor" by Umile), will fill in the
slot. "I feel veryconfidentth atour
forwards can compete with
anyone in the league," Umile said.
The Wild ca ts are stressing the
importance of teamwork this year;
Umile emphasized that all 5
skaters have to work together on
both ends of the ice. Bellegarde
agrees. "We're going to win
through team work and hard
work," he said. "There are no
individuals on this team."
To win, the 'Cats will also
need strong defensive play. They
didn't have it last weekend, from
either the forwards coming back
or the defensemen. Look for this
to be a problem that needs to be
corrected, UNH has been working
on defense all week in practice.
UNH is too talented and
experienced on the back line for
any slack to continue.
Co-captain David MacIntyre
and junior Steve Morrow head the
list on defense. They are joined by
sophomore Jim McGrath and Jesse
Cooper along with senior Keven

Dean. Juniors Frank Messina and
Chris Jensen (a Wisconsin
transfer) will compete fort he final
spot in the lineup.
The unit is made up of strong
skaters and people unafraid to
take the body. "There are some
people who don't think they
[UNH] have a strong skating
team," said B.C. coach Len
Ceglarski. "That's a horrible
assessment."
Goaltending is the key for
UNH to be consistent winners.
For UNH to be moved into the
upper echelon of Hockey East they
will need Morrison to return to
his sophomore MVP form.
"He is very capable of doing
that," Umile said of Morrison who
was at times spectacular, but
generally inconsistent last season.
"Last year we were waiting for
someone to consistently play well.
Pat Szturm (now graduated) got
hot at the right time and we went
with him. Pat (Morrison) realized
and accepted that. His goal is to
play consistent this year."
The 'Cats will also need
freshman Jeff Levy or sophomore
Bret Able to be a solid back-up in
net. Big things are expected from
the highly-touted Levy. "He's
going to be a good one," said

The Unt ouc hab les ...
UNH takes flawless record to B. U.
IJy Chris York
,ports Staff Reporter
This weekend the UNH
ootball team travels to Nickerson
fold to face the Terriers of Boston
Jniversity on their homecoming.
3U has climbed to a 3-4 record
tfter beating Rhode Island last
,veek, 15-13.
Senior quarterback Stan
;reene completed only 17 of 38
,asses against URI, but still threw
:or 235 yards. Throwing to
,vingback Daren Altieri and
·eceivers Darrell Felder and Scott
viallory, Greene has connected for
~002 yards this season and stands
LS the fourth-leading passer in the
(ankee Conference, right behind
JNH's Matt Griffin. Altieri leads
he conference in receiving, with
i18 yards on 47 receptions.
This poses the biggest
tuestion for UNH Saturday-with
.enior cornerback and co-captain
{yan Jones sidelined with a
,houlder injury, will the_young
,Vildcat secondary, considered the
veakest part of the defense, be
Lble to contain the BU passing
Lttack?
Middle linebacker and cocaptain T.J. Reap recently stated

that pressure from the defensive
line would make coverage in the
secondary easier. The defensive
front has been able to keep
quarterbacks on the run all season
long, but this week they will face an
offensive line that averages over
275 pounds each. This will provide
a real challenge to the 'Cats, who
have combined on 15 quaterback
sacks this year for losses of 136
yards, and held Richmond to -5
yards rushing.
The Terriers also boast a good
running attack with fullback Jay
Hillman, who ran for his fourth
100-yard game Saturday against
Rhode Island. Hillman has 580
yards on the season and averages
4.1 yards per carry.
New Hampshire is coming off
a more-than-successful Saturday1
whipping Northeastern 59-7.
Quarterback
Matt
Griffin
completed 21 of 25 passes for 377
yards and 3 touchdowns, and
earned Yankee Conference
Offensive Player of the Week, coECAC Player of the Week, and the
Golden Helmet Award. Fullback
Mike Gallagher had a great day,

gaining 193 all-purpose yards and
a touchdown.
The offensive line was the
main support of the UNH offense
last week, as it has been all season
long. This Saturday the line,
anchored by tackles Chris Porter
and Mark Powicki, will have to
keep an eye on Terrier linebacker
Robert Talley. Last week Talley
was named Yankee Conference coDefensive Playerof the Week after
having six unassisted tackles
against URI, and a total of twelve.
The 5-11, 191-pounder also had 2
sacks for losses of 12 yards, and
fumble recoveries. Talley had also
made the Yankee Conference
Honor Roll twice earlier this
season.
The goal for New Hampshire
will be to get into the BU backfield
and pressure Greene. If the
defensive front can keep Greene
off balance, the secondary should
be able to stop the pass attack.
With continued protection up
front, Griffin, Gallagher and Barry
Bourassa should be able to work
the ball into theendzone. The game
begins at 1:30 at Nickerson Field
in Boston.

